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1. Version 4.0
In keeping with best practices to review security threats and compliance requirements
periodically, StrongKey made a strategic decision to increase the strength of our
cryptographic components while taking advantage of advances in the market. As a
result, our 4.x release is designed to work with:
A FIPS 140-2 Level 2 certiﬁed cryptographic hardware module as a standard
component. The use of this module aligns the hardware-based key management with
uniform standards in the government, ﬁnance and healthcare regulations around the
world;
The use of a FIPS 140-2 Level 1 certiﬁed cryptographic software module as a standard
component for cryptographic processing and when dealing with the FIPS certiﬁed
hardware in the appliance;
The use of Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) for cryptographic algorithms and keys, as
opposed to the RSA algorithms. The superior capability of ECC, and its shorter key
sizes, are designed to provide better security with faster cryptographic processing of
transactions;
The use of Galois/Counter Mode (GCM) to replace Cipher Block Chain (CBC) mode of
encryption to deliver data conﬁdentiality and data integrity in the symmetric
encryption of plaintext data.

Combined, these changes deliver some of the most advanced cryptographic
capabilities, leveraging industry standards within the appliances. However, these
advances required the use of newer hardware and software libraries which makes 4.x
incompatible with the hardware that supported earlier releases of our software.
While we realize that PCI DSS and other regulations do not specify details on how
companies may protect sensitive data and manage cryptographic keys, it has been
StrongKey's practice for 18+ years to do what is in the best interests of our customers in
helping them mitigate their data breach risks.

1.1. Version 4.3
1.1.1. New Features in 4.3
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This is an alpha release of the StrongKey’s implementation of the ANSI X9.24 Part 3
standard for Derived Unique Key Per Transaction (DUKPT) key management using the
Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) cryptographic keys for a base derivation key
(BDK). To distinguish the module from the ANSI X9.24-1 standard that leverages Triple
Data Encryption Standard (TDES) keys on the StrongKey Tellaro, the new module will
incorporate the numeral 12 in the module name. This reﬂects the fact that the AES
version of the DUKPT standard uses twelve hexadecimal digits (96 bits) in the Key
Serial Number (KSN) to derive its working keys. The DUKPT12 module supports the
following functions through its web services:
The ability to load three key components that can be assembled together to form an
AES key for use as a BDK. While all valid sizes are supported by the standard—128, 192
and 256 bits—only 128- and 256-bit AES keys have been tested in the DUKPT12 module
StrongKey has requested clariﬁcations from the X9.24 Committee—the creators of the standard—regarding

The ability to assemble and escrow the AES BDK with a unique key abbreviation to
identify it uniquely within a cryptographic domain
The ability to generate and escrow an AES BDK with a unique key abbreviation
without the need to load key components and assemble the key within a
cryptographic domain
The ability to encrypt between 16 to 8,192 bytes of plaintext (32 to 16,384 hex-encoded
characters) using a derived data encryption key (DEK) from a previously escrowed
BDK, and return hex-encoded ciphertext to the calling application; the ciphertext
returned is the same size as the plaintext
The ability to decrypt between 16 to 8,192 bytes of ciphertext (32 to 16,385 hex-encoded
characters) using a derived DEK from a previously escrowed 256-bit AES key, and
return hex-encoded plaintext to the calling application; the plaintext returned is the
same size as the ciphertext

1.1.2. Upgrading from 4.x
Upgrading from KA 4.0 to newer versions is handled by an upgrade script. Customers
on current Support contracts are authorized to receive a download of the upgrade
script. After downloading the script follow these directions to upgrade from a 4.0
node, replacing N.NN with the applicable version and build numbers:
1. Copy the upgrade script to the /usr/local/software directory on the KA 4.0 node.
2. SSH to the 4.0 node as the root user.
3. Change directory to /usr/local/software.
4. Verify the sha256sum of the upgrade script matches the one listed here:
bdc5abc9d523bcbcbe7cb455df7d0848261267a3fae9b24a382481029e672693
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5. To get a sha256 sum from your upgrade script, run the following command:
shell> sha256sum SAKA-4.N.NN-upgrade.sh
6. Make the script executable:
shell> chmod 755 SAKA-4.N.NN-upgrade.sh
7. Edit /usr/local/strongauth/appliance/etc/appliance-conﬁguration.properties and set the
property appliance.cfg.property.replicate=false , then save the ﬁle; do this only on the

machine being upgraded.

8. Restart GlassFish.
shell> restart glassﬁshd
9. If this node is ready to be upgraded (i.e., it is not receiving transactions) and your

Key Custodians are on standby to set PINs, execute the upgrade script as follows:
shell> ./SAKA-4.N.NN-upgrade.sh

10. The script will prompt you to conﬁrm that the appliance is ready to be upgraded. If

you are ready, then enter a “y” to continue with the upgrade.

11. The script will tell you what actions it is taking while it performs them. After the

script ﬁnishes, check for errors in the output. If there are no apparent errors, then
the upgrade was a success. Otherwise, contact the StrongKey Support team for
help resolving any errors.

12. Edit /usr/local/strongauth/appliance/etc/appliance-conﬁguration.properties and set the
property appliance.cfg.property.replicate=true , then save the ﬁle. Do this only on the

machine being upgraded.

13. Restart GlassFish.
shell> restart glassﬁshd
14. Set PINs using KCSetPINTool.sh .
15. Repeat these steps again on each node that is to be upgraded.

Please contact StrongKey Support to receive your free 4.0 download link

1.1.3. Upgrading from Legacy Versions
The previous versions of the appliance contain hardware that is incompatible with the
4.0 and later appliances. For this reason there is no direct upgrade between prior KA
versions and the 4.0 appliance. Please contact StrongKey Support to discuss migration
options if you would like to upgrade KA from a legacy version.
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1.1.4. Version 4.3 Updates
StrongKey is dedicated to continued improvement of our products, and we have
released version 4.3 to solve some small issues and add functionality for your beneﬁt.
Existing customers—1.0, 2.0, or 3.0—with current Support contracts are entitled to free
upgrades to the latest release. Please contact us at support@strongkey.com to learn
how to upgrade your existing KA, SAKA, or SKLES servers.
The following table deﬁnes the module versions upgraded for each release of the
TellaroTM (formerly SAKA).
KA = KeyAppliance | CE = CryptoEngine | CC = CryptoCabinet | REPL = Replication |
FIDO2 = FIDO2 Server | SAFT = StrongAuth File Transfer

1.2. 2020
1.2.1. Q3
Quarterly
Release

#
DEV1879

4.3.12 (Build 12)

Explanation
KA
Secondary SAKA Setup wizard
Step 1 - Introduction - mentions Security Ofﬁcer, which does not get created
anymore. This needs to be modiﬁed to key custodians.
Step 1 - Introduction - displays 'Welcome to the SECONDARY SKLES key
custodian Setup wizard'. SKLES needs to be changed to SAKA.
Step 5 - Conclusion - mentions 'If you wish, you may review the documentation in
the 'docs' folder of the SAKA_HOME directory before you begin the next step of
the process'. There is no 'docs' folder in the SAKA_HOME directory. This needs to
be removed if 'docs' folder is not going to be there.

Fix: Edits have been made to the descriptions to reﬂect the functionality
accurately.
DEV1878

KA
Primary SAKA Key Custodian Setup wizard Introduction needs modiﬁcation.
Step 1- Introduction - mentions 'Establishes the credentials for the Security
Ofﬁcer'. We do not create Security Ofﬁcer anymore, this needs to be
modiﬁed to Key custodians.
Fix: Edits have been made to the description to reﬂect the functionality
accurately.
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#
DEV1864

Explanation
KA
DUKPT12 Negative test cases does not return correct error codes.
Fix: Error messages have been added for negative test cases.

DEV1846

KA
Copyright year needs to be changed in the console message for wizards.
The following wizards prints year 2018 instead of 2020 on the console:
Secondary-SAKA-Setup-Wizard.sh
New-Domain-Setup-Wizard.sh
Secondary-SAKA-Replication-Final.sh

Fix: Dates have been updated to reﬂect the current year.
DEV1834

KA
Enabling digital signatures for CCS webservices did not add signatures in
DB
The 'signature' column is missing in ansi_x9241_keys, symmetric_keys, and
users tables.
Fix: The database schema has been updated to reﬂect the change that was
made in 3.X.

DEV1830

KA
Safenet HSM - SOAP - Store public key web service fails with SQL
exception.
Keytype 'TK' does not exist as an enum value in ansi_x9241_keys table.
Fix: The database schema has been updated to reﬂect the change that was
made in 3.X.

DEV1819

KA
Default conﬁguration properties for SKFS reveals passwords in log
messages
The following conﬁguration properties reveal the password in log messages:
skfs.cfg.property.pkix.validate.default.truststore.password: changeit
skfs.cfg.property.standalone.hmackeystore.password: Abcd1234!
skfs.cfg.property.standalone.signingkeystore.password: Abcd1234!

Fix: The source code has been modiﬁed to hide passwords in the
above properties.
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DEV1801

KA
KA 4.3 upgrade script - Hmackeystore.bcfks ﬁle is missing in
skce/keystores.
Hmackeystore.bcfks ﬁle is missing in skce/keystores directory after the
upgrade to SAKA 4.3. As a result, all HMAC tests from the FIDO2 V3 API fail.
Fix: Upgrade now stores hmackeystore.bcfks appropriately. FIDO2 key
manager added so hmackeystore.bcfks values can be modiﬁed.

DEV1782

KA
skfsclient.jar not present in topaz directoyr for KA.
Update the createdist.sh/install-saka.sh scripts to include skfsclient.jar into
$STRONGAUTH_HOME/topaz/
Fix: Implemented the script update described and updates to the install
and package-strongkey scripts to reﬂect dependencies.

DEV1759

KA
KA Install Script
Fix: The following changes were made to resolve the above issue:
keymanager.jar is included in /usr/local/strongauth/keymanager
hmackeystore.bcfks is included in /usr/local/strongauth/skce/keystores
skfsclient.jar is included in /usr/local/strongauth/topaz
MariaDB version 10.2.30 is installed

DEV1758

CC
Users are not redirected to the Success page when downloading a ﬁle
Unregistered users clicking a download link sent from StrongKey will get
the ﬁle, but will not be redirected to the Success page.
Fix: CryptoCabinet now redirects to the success page if accessed with a
One Time Password, regardless of a JSON Web Token.
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DEV1751

KA
KA upgrade script
Update the KA upgrade script for 4.x to 4.3.
Fix: The following changes were made to resolve the above issue:
keymanager.jar is included in /usr/local/strongauth/keymanager
hmackeystore.bcfks is included in /usr/local/strongauth/skce/keystores
skfsclient.jar is included in /usr/local/strongauth/topaz
MariaDB version 10.2.30 is installed

DEV1750

SAFT
Permit only allowed domains to send or receive links from SAFT.
Modify the fso/saft code to restrict who can send or receive ﬁle
downloads/uploads. This will be done to avoid the SAFT being used by third
parties without knowledge of the hosting server company.
Fix: SAFT Now veriﬁes user permission to the allowed domains. If email is
matched with allowed domains, SAFT will continue; if not, SAFT checks
receivers against allowed domains. If even one receiver is not a match, the
request is rejected.

DEV-1711

FIDO2
FIDO2 Update Script
Updates from the old version of FIDO2 Server to the latest FIDO2 Server.
Fix:
Checks user is root and GlassFish is installed
Installs required packages
Downloads latest MariaDB version
Undeploys old ﬁdeserver
Updates MySQL
Deploys a new ﬁdoserver.ear

DEV1709

FIDO2
FIDO2 Server install script - check MySQL error
install-skfs.sh script aborts during the MySQL check in any OS that does not
use yum.
Fix: After the MariaDB installation the script checks if a MySQL command
exists as the user, strongkey. If not, it returns failure.
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DEV1703

FIDO2
V3 API for FIDO2 Server
V3 API for FIDO server which combines both V1 and V2 APIs and
implements SOAP and REST at both endpoints.
[New Feature] See the APIs in action!

1.3. Version 4.2
1.3.1. Upgrading to 4.2 from Earlier Versions of 4.x
Upgrading from KA 4.0 to newer versions is handled by an upgrade script, as with 4.3
See Upgrading from 4.0, above.
Please contact StrongKey Support to receive your free 4.0 download link

1.3.2. Upgrading from Legacy Versions
The previous versions of the appliance contain hardware that is incompatible with the
4.0 and later appliances. For this reason there is no direct upgrade between prior KA
versions and the 4.0 appliance. Please contact StrongKey Support to discuss migration
options if you would like to upgrade KA from a legacy version.

1.3.3. Version 4.2 Updates
StrongKey is dedicated to continued improvement of our products, and we have
released version 4.2 to solve some small issues and add functionality for your beneﬁt.
Existing customers—1.0, 2.0, or 3.0—with current Support contracts are entitled to free
upgrades to the latest release. Please contact us at support@strongkey.com to learn
how to upgrade your existing KA, SAKA, or SKLES servers.
The following table deﬁnes the module versions upgraded for each release of the
TellaroTM (formerly SAKA).
KA = KeyAppliance | CE = CryptoEngine | CC = CryptoCabinet | REPL = Replication |
FIDO2 = FIDO2

1.4. 2019
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1.4.1. Q2
Quarterly
Release
FIDO2

Build#

Summary

B-36

Small bug ﬁxes, logical ﬂow changes, replication re-enabled to
allow clustering.

1.5. Build 36 Fixes and Features
#
DEV1651

Explanation
FIDO2
FIDO2 Server allows orphaned accounts if the last FIDO Device ID is deleted.
Fix: Before a key is deleted, FIDO Server checks to make sure it is not the last
key. A message prompts the user to add another key before removing the
one in question, and also refers to the Advanced tab if they want to delete
their account.

DEV1602

CC
2-Step Veriﬁcation section displays Internal Server Error.
Fix: Code has been ﬁxed to properly handle exceptions and the Project Object
Model (POM) ﬁle has been ﬁxed to include the right version of dependency.

DEV1528

FIDO2
Handle Illegal Argument Exception.
Fix: By default, if an Illegal Argument Exception is thrown in the Enterprise
Java Beans (EJB) context, it gets wrapped by an EJB exception—and thus the
KA code cannot catch it. A new SKIllegal Argument Exception has been
created; it does not get wrapped by EJB exception, and thus can be caught
properly. All the occurrences of Illegal Argument Exception in stateless beans
have been updated to SK Illegal Argument Exception.

DEV1515

FIDO2
Re-Enable v1 Application Programming Interface (API) for FIDO2 Servers.
Fix: The existing v1 API from the old Universal Two-Factor (U2F) server has
been included in the GitHub FIDO2 Server, giving users the option to use the
old v1 API with username+password as credentials; or to use the v2 API, which
uses Hashed Message Authentication Code (HMAC) authentication.
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DEV1382

FIDO2
Two or more Enterprise Edition FIDO2 Servers should be deployable in a
cluster. This cluster should behave as if a single entity, including database
replication between the nodes.
Fix: Replication capability has been added back to the FIDO2 Server on
GitHub, making clustered deployment possible. Creating this FIDO2 Server
cluster is still a manual process and has been documented in the GitHub
install instructions.

DEV1379

FIDO2
To keep consistency, Enterprise Edition should be packaged as dependent
upon Community Edition.
Fix: FIDO2 Server Community Edition is part of FIDO2 Server Enterprise
Edition.

DEV1328

FIDO2
When restarting Payara, as part of CryptoEngine (CE) and CC application
deployment, properties from the conﬁguration property ﬁles get printed
inside the server.log ﬁle, and these properties include the plain text password
for Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) as well as KA users. This
brings concerns from customers about the Production level passwords being
available and saved in plain text in log ﬁles. The version of the FIDO2 Server
deployed on the appliance does not use these properties, even though they
are printed to the log ﬁle, because the Signing Key used to digitally sign
database records in the FIDO2 Server is controlled by the cryptographic
hardware module in the appliance. Only versions deployed in pure software
environments—such as in a Virtual Machine (VM) or where no Trusted Platform
Module (TPM) or Hardware Security Module (HSM) is used—will use these
properties.
Workaround: Software deployments must use strict system controls to ensure
that only authorized individuals can access the FIDO2 Server conﬁguration
and log ﬁles.

1.6. Known Issues in Build 36
#
DEV1661

Explanation
FIDO2
Password properties print plaintext passwords in the server log ﬁle.
This will be ﬁxed in the next build and does not affect the Enterprise Edition
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DEV1653

KA
Upgrade script fails when records are trying to replicate to the upgrading server.
The upgrade script sometimes freezes during undeployment of the old build wh
are being replicated. There is no ﬁxed pattern to this, and it must be handled on
basis. If you experience this issue, please contact Support for guidance.

DEV1624

KA
skceclient for FidoEngine: Command line client tests for FidoEngine throw the foll
along with a successful response message:
Exception in thread "main" java.lang.NullPointerException at
org.glassﬁsh.json.JsonObjectBuilderImpl$JsonObjectImpl.getString(JsonObjectBu
at com.strongkey.skceclient.common.common.parseresponse(common.java:72) at
FidoEngine.main(FidoEngine.java:279)
The command line client works, but throws exceptions in some cases as the retu
changed and the command-line interface (CLI) has not been updated to reﬂect t

DEV1610

KA
Uniﬁed Web Application (UWA): Clicking API Documentation links gives an error.
Clicking the following API Documentation links fails with an error: Data Encryptio
WebAuthn/FIDO; Key Management.

1.7. Version 4.1: Uniﬁed Web
Application (UWA)
The Tellaro has added a web interface—the Uniﬁed Web App—in the 4.1 release. Now
enjoy open API documents for DIY developers—plus a WebAuthn demo—by browsing
to http://<SAKA01 FQDN>.
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2. Version 3.0
The following table deﬁnes the module versions upgraded for each release of the
TellaroTM (formerly SAKA).
KA = KeyAppliance | CE = CryptoEngine | CC = CryptoCabinet | REPL = Replication

2.1. 2019
2.1.1. Q1
Quarterly
Release
KA

CE

CC

REPL

Build#

Summary

B-90

General dependency application updates to match new versioning
and functionality, plus updating libraries used by the Tellaro.

B-171

This release of CryptoEngine primarily updates the libraries used by
the CE.

B-141

This release of CryptoCabinet primarily updates the libraries used
by the CC.

B-16

This release of Replication primarily updates the libraries used by
the REPL.

2.2. 2018
2.2.1. Q1
Quarterly
Release

Build#

Summary
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B-73

The major changes to the KeyAppliance module in this release
are defect ﬁxes to the rotation jobs, a new web service for
generating asymmetric keys, and updated versions of the
software stack and libraries.

B-169

This release of CryptoEngine primarily updates the libraries
used by the CE.

B-139

This release of CryptoCabinet primarily updates the libraries
used by the CC.

B-15

This release of Replication primarily updates the libraries used
by the REPL.

Build#

Summary

B-64

This release of KeyAppliance ﬁxes an issue with processing
swipe data with no track1.

Build#

Summary

B-63

This release of KeyAppliance ﬁxes an issue with the ID Tech
integration with SREDKey reader.

Build#

Summary

B-62

This release of KeyAppliance adds new reader support to the
CardCrypto Service.

KA

CE

CC

REPL

Maintenance
Patch 2
KA

Maintenance
Patch 1
KA

Interim
Branch
Release
KA

2.3. 2017
2.3.1. Q4
Quarterly
Release
KA

Build#

Summary

B-61

This release of KeyAppliance primarily adds improvements to the
IDTech swipe parsing code.

2.3.2. Q2
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Quarterly
Release

Build#

Summary

B-56

The major changes to the KeyAppliance module in this release are
a new web service for encrypting and decrypting with keys
escrowed on the appliance and a few minor ﬁxes to replication.

B-165

This release of CryptoEngine primarily updates the libraries used by
the CE.

B-136

This release of CryptoCabinet primarily updates the libraries used
by the CC.

B-14

This release of Replication adds compatibility for the new FIDO
Single Sign-on module.

KA

CE

CC

REPL

2.3.3. Q1
Maintenance
Patch 2
KA

Maintenance
Patch 1
KA

Quarterly
Release

Build#

Summary

B-53

This release of the KeyAppliance module ﬁxes defects in the
Search and StoreANSIX9241Key web service operations.

Build#

Summary

B-51

The release adds web services for generating a MAC through
DUKPT and services for managing ANSI X-9.24-1 keys.

Build#

Summary

B-45

The major changes to the KeyAppliance module in this release
are the introduction of the DUKPT encrypt and decrypt web
services, a splitting of some CCS web services into their own
servlet – KMS, new permissions for the KMS servlet, and updates
to the JDK and MariaDB distributions.

B-163

This release of CryptoEngine ﬁxes the way CE handles certain
replication messages.

B-133

This release ﬁxes a defect where a specially formatted POST
sent to the CryptoCabinet module could bypass FIDO
authentication.

B-13

The only change to Replication is an update of the JDK
distribution to a newer release.

KA

CE

CC

REPL
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Maintenance
Patch 1

Build#

Summary

B-35

This release of the KeyAppliance adds a new web service for
generating BDKs/IPEKs and a change in the way tokens are
returned when duplicate values exist in the database (across
multiple years).

Build#

Summary

B-31

The major changes to the KeyAppliance module in this release
are a new method for handling HMAC keys which changes how
encryption and search results are returned between years, a
new servlet for REST web services, an update to the JDK, and
various replication ﬁxes.

B-158

The major changes to the CryptoEngine module in this release
are the introduction of replication to CE and an update to FIDO
JS 1.1.

B-132

The major change to the CryptoCabinet module in this release is
the update to FIDO JS 1.1.

B-11

This release introduces Replication as a separate module from
the KeyAppliance module. Additionally, improvements were
added to the stability and scalability of replication.

Build#

Summary

B-12

The major changes to the KeyAppliance module in this release
are an update to JDK8, Glassﬁsh4, MariaDB, and BouncyCastle,
a new web service Entropy for supplying True Random
Numbers, and numerous defect ﬁxes.

B-127

The release introduced the concept of Domains to the
CryptoEngine and changed the way parameters are passed to
the CE servlet.

B-124

This release of CryptoCabinet integrates with the CE module's
interface changes and ﬁxes a few minor defects.

KA

Quarterly
Release
KA

CE

CC

REPL

3.0 General
Availability
KA

CE

CC
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3. Tellaro KeyAppliance (KA)
The following defects were ﬁxed and Requests For Enhancement (RFE) implemented
in the Tellaro:

3.1. Build 90 Fixes
#
DEV1425

Explanation
SAKA—General—Update to JDK 1.8.201
The appliance must be updated to the latest JDK.
Fix: The appliance has been updated to JDK 1.8.201.

DEV1426

SAKA—General—Update to MariaDB 10.1.38
The appliance must be updated to the latest MariaDB.
Fix: The appliance has been updated to MariaDB 10.1.38.

DEV1427

SAKA—General—Update Java libraries
All libraries used by the SAKA must be updated to their latest versions.
Fix: All Java libraries have been updated.

3.2. Build 84 Fixes
#
886

Explanation
SAKA—KMS—New web service storePublicKey
The KMS servlet must enable a web service to receive an RSA public key in one
of multiple formats—either a base64-encoded or hex-encoded raw key, escrow
the Public Key and return a Token number for the escrowed key to the calling
application.
Fix: The web service has been created. Refer to the SAKA 3.0 Administration
Guide for implementation details.
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887

SAKA—KMS—New web service generateSymmetricKey
The KMS servlet must enable a web service to generate a symmetric key—to
be referred to as Transport Key (TK) of a desired algorithm and size, escrow the
key, encrypt the symmetric key with the public key previously escrowed in (a)
and return the encrypted key using the following transform
RSA/ECB/PKCS1Padding, along with the Token number of the escrowed
symmetric key to the calling application. The encrypted TK may be base64encoded or hex-encoded, but must specify the encoding format to the calling
application.
Fix: The web service has been created. Refer to the SAKA 3.0 Administration
Guide for implementation details.

939

SAKA—KMS—New web service getAnsiX9241MACKey
The KMS must enable a web service to return a MAC key only in plaintext to
the calling application.
Fix: The web service has been created. Refer to the SAKA 3.0 Administration
Guide for implementation details.

941

SAKA—General—Digitally sign database rows
Upon persisting new objects—or modifying existing objects through an
authorized application (such as DACTool)—a digital signature must be
calculated on the object, and persisted with the object; the signing key must
be generated and used within the HSM (for now), but must plan to use TPMbased keys in the future.
Fix: The feature has been enabled for SafeNet-based installations. To enable it,
set the property strongkeylite.cfg.property.db.signature to the value true (default
value false).
NOTE: For existing clusters with legacy records, do not enable this
property without performing a migration to add signatures to the existing
database. Contact support@strongkey.com for help performing this database
migration.

3.3. Build 75 ﬁxes
#

Explanation
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944

SAKA—General—Enable Utimaco JCE logs
For HSM debugging purposes, the code has been modiﬁed to allow the
Utimaco JCE logs to be written to /usr/local/strongauth/strongkeylite/logs .
Fix: New properties have been added to govern logging.
Enable logging with

strongkeylite.cfg.property.cryptomodule.provider.utimaco.enablelogging (default value

false).

Set the log size using strongkeylite.cfg.property.cryptomodule.provider.utimaco.logsize
(default value 200000).
Set the log level with

strongkeylite.cfg.property.cryptomodule.provider.utimaco.loglevel (default value 2,
where values correspond to 0 = NONE, 1 = ERROR, 2 = WARNING, 3 = INFO,
and 4 = TRACE).

1030

SAKA—KMS—Support Unique BDK per manufacturer per domain
The BDK for a speciﬁc manufacturer is global to the entire SAKA. There may be
use cases in which SAKA must use multiple BDKs simultaneously for the same
manufacturer and this use case can be supported by adding the ability for
BDKs to be stored on a per-domain basis.
Fix: The appliance now supports a single unique BDK for each manufacturer
per domain.

1044

SAKA—KMS—Add support for 192-bit BDKs
SAKA’s DUKPT module was originally designed for 128-bit BDKs only. The
DUKPT algorithm supports 192-bit BDKs and so the appliance functionality
should be expanded to support this functionality.
Fix: SAKA now supports loading and derivation with 192 bit BDKs.

3.4. Build 73 Fixes
#

Explanation
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340

SAKA—Database—Slow Queries
Certain queries that are looking for Max values and Min values are returning
slow results as the database scales.
Fix: A new option has been added to speed up the process of ﬁnding a
maximum pseudo number (which is part of the SAKA boot procedures). The
option is enabled by setting the property
strongkeylite.cfg.property.populatemaps.psn.method=ERQID (default value PSN). By
setting this property, SAKA deployment and restarts should be much faster
on long databases.
An important caveat with this property is that there is a purely theoretical
scenario where the algorithm will fail to retrieve the largest pseudo number,
which will cause transaction failures on the appliance. The algorithm ﬁnds the
largest pseudo number in the largest 1000 encryption request IDs (ERQIDs)
and since ERQID are issued independently from pseudo numbers, it is possible
to manufacture a scenario in which the max pseudo number is not in the top
1000 ERQID s. During standard multi- or single-threaded operation, it is
exceedingly unlikely for this situation to occur naturally.

509

SAKA—RFE—General—Cache ENC and PWD Symmetric Keys
The code has functionality to auto-cache hash message authentication code
(HMAC) keys, but does not auto-cache ENC or PWD keys. Those key will only
enter cache on demand, which can create performance problems when there
are many requests sent to the appliance right after it is activated.
Fix: The caching code has been updated to automatically start decrypting
ENC and PWD keys. A new property strongkeylite.cfg.property.cacheprimer.limit
has been introduced which controls the maximum number of ENC keys that
can be cached per domain (default 365).

510

SAKA—Installation—Secondary SAKA Setup Wizard fails when adding to the
cluster
In SAKA 3.0 Build 31 a new caching feature was added for auto-caching HMACs.
When a new appliance is being added to the cluster or a motherboard is being
replaced, the secondary SAKA Setup Wizard must be run to initialized the
Trusted Platform Module (TPM). After the three custodians verify their
keystores, the Personal Identiﬁcation Numbers (PINs) will be set on the server,
which activates the caching code. This fails because the key hasn't been
migrated to the appliance. This is a problem because it locks the TPM to the
appliance which means the wizard will fail when it tries to touch the TPM in
the next step.
Fix: SAKA now makes a check to make sure a domain has been migrated
before trying to cache any keys in that domain.
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520

SAKA—Jobs—Rotation Jobs may run out of memory during large rotations
The rotation jobs are wrapped in an Enterprise Java Beans (EJB) transaction
which grows as the job goes on. That memory will only be freed once the job is
ﬁnished. For very large jobs, the size of the transaction may consume all
available memory.
Fix: The scope of the transaction has changed so that memory is released
after every reencrypt operation.

521

SAKA—Rotate Symmetric Range Job—Records may be skipped under speciﬁc
circumstances
The Rotate Symmetric Keys Range job is supposed to perform rotation on all
records between two pseudo numbers, but in rare cases some records may be
missed by the job. The skip happens because of the way ERQIDs and pseudo
numbers are assigned to records. An ERQID is assigned as a transaction enters
the appliance, but a pseudo number is only assigned once the transaction is
ready to be committed. That means in a multi-threaded environment, ERQID
and pseudo numbers may not be in the same order. The rotation job performs
its batching based on the ERQID of the records, but the records are sorted by
pseudo number. It is possible that 1‒2 records are skipped per batch, based on
how the pseudo numbers and ERQIDs are assigned to the records.
Fix: The rotation job no longer uses the ERQID to perform batching. Only the
pseudo number is used, which corrects the missing record problem.

522

SAKA—General—Update to Java Development Kit (JDK) 1.8.162
The appliance must be updated to the latest JDK.
Fix: The appliance has been updated to JDK 1.8.162.

523

SAKA—General—Update to MariaDB 10.1.31
The appliance must be updated to the latest version of MariaDB.
Fix: The appliance has been updated to MariaDB 10.1.31.

524

SAKA—General—Update to Payara 4.1.2.181
The appliance must be update to the latest version of Payara.
Fix: The appliance has been updated to Payara 4.1.2.181.

525

SAKA—General—Update Java libraries
All libraries used by SAKA must be updated to their latest versions.
Fix: All Java libraries have been updated.
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529

SAKA—Load Key Component—Misleading error messages may be printed to
the log
The load key component web service is unique in that either the Key
Management Administrator (KMA) or the Key Management Operator (KMO)
user will provide authorization to the web service. If the user doesn't have KMO
but does have KMA it will still log an authorization failed for web service error
for the missing KMO privilege, even if the web service returns successfully.
Fix: The logging has been changed so that the missing privilege messages
will no longer be printed when a user has KMA but not KMO privilege.

530

SAKA—BacklogProcessor—Fails to replicate deletion of users
When the KMO, KMA, and KMC permissions were added to the appliance, a
block of code was not properly updated for the replication of user deletions
through Backlog Processor (BLP). BLP throws an exception when trying to
replicate the deletion of a user.
Fix: The code block has been updated for the KMO, KMA, and KMC privileges.

531

SAKA—DACTool—Edit user don't auto-populate a user's KMO, KMA, KMC
permissions
When editing a user, the permissions of that user should be auto-populated
into the DACTool Edit panel for administrator convenience. The KMO, KMA, and
KMC permissions are not currently auto populated.
Fix: DACTool has been updated to populate the current KMO, KMA, and KMC
permissions into the Edit panel.

532

SAKA—RFE—KMS—New generateAsymmetricKey web service
A new web service is required to generate a new asymmetric RSA key pair,
store the private key in SAKA, and return the public key and private key token
to the calling application.
Fix: The web service has been created.

3.5. Build 64 Fixes
#
515

Explanation
SAKA—CCS—GetCardCapture fails when only track 2 is present
In the case where there is no track1 present and the property ccsprocesstrack2
is true, the appliance fails to properly parse a track2 for the card number.
Fix: The parsing code has been corrected for track2 data.
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3.6. Build 63 Fixes
#
514

Explanation
SAKA—CCS—IDTech SREDKey improvements
ID Tech has re-purposed bit 5 of Field Byte 1 in the new secure reading and
exchange of data (SRED) key readers. It used to be part of two bits that
determined the algorithm, but which now determine whether there is a chip
on the swiped card. The Card Cryptographic Service (CCS) still believes this bit
determines the algorithm and will throw errors when it is set.
Fix: The code has been changed to not check bit 5 when determining the
algorithm.

3.7. Build 62 Fixes
#
508

Explanation
SAKA—RFE—CCS—Add Support for New Reader PadV6
The SAKA CCS capabilities must be expanded for the new PadV6 Card Reader.
Fix: New functionality to parse and decrypt PadV6 swipes has been added.

3.8. Build 61 Fixes
#
495

Explanation
SAKA—Replication—Conﬁguration Properties with long names cannot be
replicated
The objectpk ﬁeld of the replication table is designed to hold onto the primary
key of an object to be replicated. This ﬁeld data type is varchar64. The
Conﬁgurations table includes the name of the property in the primary key and
that property name is a varchar512. For conﬁguration properties with a large
name, the primary key will not ﬁt inside the objectpk column, which causes an
EJB exception.
Fix: The upgrade script will now increase the varchar capacity for objectpk.
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505

SAKA—CCS—IDTech improvements
There are new variations of IDTech swipe data that were never planned for in
the original design of the CCS module. Newer swipes might have masked track
data in an unencoded format (instead of the expected hex encoding). Also,
swipes may contain only track 2 data and no track 1 data which can still
technically be processed but wasn't a valid case in code.
Fix: SAKA track processing code has been updated to accommodate the new
use cases.

506

SAKA—3.0 upgrade—Domains table not properly migrated when a domain
has a non null notes ﬁeld
In build 35 and above, new columns were added to the domains table for use
by SKCE. The upgrade code was adjusted to migrate the table. but there is a
defect in that code which causes the notes ﬁeld to populate the skce_dn ﬁeld
after the migration. This causes failures when a new SKCE domain is created
for this domain.
Fix: The upgrade script now properly migrates the 1.0 domain table to the 3.0
schema.

3.9. Build 56 Fixes
#
427

Explanation
SAKA—BacklogProcessor—BLP Helper hangs in rare circumstances
BLP Helper picks up a batch of records that is a multiple of 10 and of those
records—precisely 90%—replicate successfully and 10% fail to create
acknowledgments. If these conditions are met, then the BLP Helper will hang
indeﬁnitely.
Fix: The faulty condition which prevented BLP Helper from properly exiting
has been ﬁxed.

428

SAKA—DACTool—Restart replication does not properly restart BLP
The Restart Replication and Restart BacklogProcessor functions of DACTool
will recreate the necessary ports and connections for BLP, but do not recreate
any BLP threads.
Fix: The executeDACCommandBean has been corrected to recreate both
ports and threads for the BLP.
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430

SAKA—DACTool—Cannot open mutable conﬁguration properties panel when
a deprecated property is overwritten
When DACTool requests the properties for the Mutable Conﬁgurations panel,
the SAKA merges the default properties with the overridden properties into a
single collection. This collection is transferred to an array of data beans to be
passed to DACTool. If a property has been overwritten that is no longer in the
defaults, it changes the size of the properties collection, which causes an
arrayindexoutofbounds exception when transferring the contents to the array.
FixFix: Deprecated properties will no longer be added to the properties
collection. Additionally, the size of the data beans array is calculated after all
modiﬁcations to the properties collection instead of before.

479

SAKA—Replication—Replicating multiple conﬁgurations at once may not
properly populate the conﬁgurations map
There is a race condition in the putConﬁgurations code in common where if
two different conﬁgurations are modiﬁed at the same time, one might
override the conﬁguration of the other.
Fix: The way properties are added has changed. Instead of making a copy of
the conﬁgurations map and modifying that, the new properties are added
into the current conﬁgurations map directly which solves the race condition.

489

SAKA—RFE—GPK Encrypt and GPK Decrypt
A new web service is required to perform encryption and decryption with
stored keys.
Fix: The GPK Encrypt and GPK Decrypt web services have been added to
SAKA. These new web services use stored keys called General Purpose Keys
(GPKs) to encrypt plaintexts and decrypt ciphertexts provided in the web
service.
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490

SAKA—CCS—Cache ANSI Keys
Currently, the stored keys used in the Dukpt Encrypt, Dukpt Decrypt,
Reencrypt PIN Block, GPK Encrypt, and GPK Decrypt web services must be
decrypted on a per-transaction basis. While this may be a strong security
policy, the option should exist for the stored key to be cached in memory
temporarily to facilitate better performance under load.
Fix: A new map has been added in GenericCryptoModule to store plaintext
ANSI keys.
The property strongkeylite.cfg.property.ansicache.enable has been added to
enable and disable the caching feature (default true).
The property strongkeylite.cfg.property.ansikeyremovaljob.run has been added to
enable and disable the key removal job for the cache (default true).
The property strongkeylite.cfg.property.ansikeyremovaljob.runfrequency has been
added to deﬁne how frequently the key removal job runs in seconds
(default 300).
The property strongkeylite.cfg.property.ansikeyremovaljob.cutoff has been added to
deﬁne how much time in seconds a key has to be left in cache unused
before it is targeted for removal (default 3600).

3.10. Build 53 Fixes
#
425

Explanation
SAKA—Search—Search does not utilize previous year's HMAC keys
The Search web service only uses the current year's HMAC key for each server
when performing it's search. Since the Encrypt web service has been updated
to use every active HMAC key to search for duplicate records, the same code
must be introduced to Search and Batch Search to ensure a consistent
behavior across web services.
Fix: The HMAC key logic in Search and Batch Search now uses the correct
keys.

426

SAKA—StoreAnsiX9241Key—Assembling half length key components fails
A defect exists in the StoreAnsiX9241Key web service where the servlet is
unable to properly parse 8-byte key components. The code assumes that all
key components must be 16 bytes and fails with an uncaught
ArrayIndexOutOfBounds exception when encountering a half-length
component.
Fix: The code for handling and assembling keys from 8-byte components has
been added to the Servlet.
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3.11. Build 51 Fixes
#
420

Explanation
SAKA—RFE—CCS—DUKPT MAC
A new web service is required to derive MAC keys using the Derived Unique
Key Per Transaction (DUKPT) algorithm and use those keys to generate a
message authentication code (MAC) over a plaintext input.
Fix: The new web service DukptMac has been added to the CCS servlet.
Please see the CCS Web Services chapter of the Administration Guide for
more details.

421

SAKA—RFE—CCS—Store/Replace/Delete/Update ANSI X9.24-1 Key
A new set of web service is required to store and manage ANSI X9.24-1 keys.
The web services should be able to store a key from key components, store an
encrypted key using a stored wrapping key, disable/enable keys, and delete
keys.
Fix: The new web services storeAnsiX9241Key, replaceAnsiX9241Key,
updateAnsiX9241Key, and deleteAnsiX9241Key have been added to the Key
Management Service (KMS) servlet. Please see the KMS Web Services chapter
of the Administration Guide for more details.

422

SAKA—General—Verify Domain performing unnecessary caching
In the verifyDomainBean, a defect caused domain information to be recovered
and cached for every transaction. This causes some unpredictable behavior,
such as overwriting the use of Pseudo-Random Number Generation (PRNG)
with True Random Number Generation (TRNG) and the introduction of a race
condition that can cause some transactions to fail very rarely.
Fix: The domain caching logic has been ﬁxed in verifyDomainBean.

3.12. Build 45 Fixes
#
406

Explanation
SAKA—General—Inactive domain identiﬁer (DID) test does not return correct
error code
When a DID is marked inactive it fails to return the correct error response.
Fix: The domains map is now properly populated and checked for inactive
domains.
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407

SAKA—RFE—CCS—DukptEncrypt and DukptDecrypt
A new web service is required to derive keys using the DUKPT algorithm and to
use those keys to either encrypt or decrypt input bytes.
Fix: The new web services DukptEncrypt and DukptDecrypt have been added
to the CCS servlet. See the CCS Web Services chapter of the Administration
Guide for more details.

410

SAKA—General—Update the JDK to 1.8.0_121
The current JDK version (1.8.0_112) is out of date and should be upgraded to
keep up with critical Java security patches.
Fix: The JDK version has been updated and the installation and upgrade
scripts will install version 1.8.0_121 on 3.0 appliances.

411

SAKA—General—Update the MariaDB to 10.1.22
The current MariaDB version (10.1.8) is out of date and should be upgraded to
keep up with critical database security patches.
Fix: The MariaDB version has been updated and the installation and upgrade
scripts will install version 10.1.22 on 3.0 appliances.

412

SAKA—CCS/KMS—Web services moved from CCS to new servlet KMS
In preparation for an expansion of services offered by the appliance, the CCS is
being separated into two servlets—CCS and KMS. CCS web services will be
based around performing encryptions and decryptions using keys loaded into
the appliance. The KMS web services will revolve around loading and
managing those keys used by CCS. The web services LoadKC and LoadBDK
will be moved to the KMS servlet immediately.
Fix: The web services LoadKC and LoadBDK have been moved to the
KeyManagementService servlet. All clients and wizards have been updated to
continue making the proper calls to these services.
What changes are necessary?
If ccsclient has previously been used to load key components or load BDK, now
use the updated kmsclient.jar from the new distribution. Additionally, the CCSConsoleTool has now been renamed the KMS-ConsoleTool. Use the new KMSConsoleTool.sh script to start the tool.
If calling loadKC or loadBDK programmatically through an application,
switch the endpoint to /kmsADM/KeyManagementService?wsdl and
recompile the application against the new web service stubs.
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413

SAKA—KMS—New user permissions (KMO, KMA, KMC)
A new KMS servlet has been introduced. This new service will focus on the
management of keys loaded into SAKA. New permissions have been deﬁned
speciﬁcally for this servlet. The KMO will have permission to load key
components into the appliance. The Key Management Custodian (KMC) will
have permission to load a Base Derivation Key (BDK) into the service and
generate new BDKs. the KMA will be able to permanently store keys in the
appliance and manage the lifecycle of those keys.
Fix: The new permissions have been added. It is important for customers to
update their versions of DACTool, even if they do not intend to utilize any of
the new services.
What changes are necessary?
For those customers that currently have users created to load key components,
those users must now have the KMO privilege (and the Encrypt privilege must
be removed). Users created to Load the BDK must now have KMC privilege
(and the Encrypt privilege should be removed). These changes can be made
using the new DACTool.
This change, coupled with Defect 418, makes upgrading to Build 45+ more
difﬁcult for customers that are currently using CCS in production. If currently
using the CardCryptoServices to decrypt Card Swipe data, please contact
support@strongkey.com to receive assistance during the upgrade. All other
customers can proceed with the upgrade steps as described in the Upgrade
section of these Release Notes.

418

SAKA—Replication—Erroneous acknowledgments sent when invalid protocol
buffers are parsed
When the SAKA receives a Zero Message Queuing (ZMQ) message with an
invalid protocol buffer, it will erroneously return an Acknowledgment. Invalid
protocol buffers are likely under normal operation, but during an upgrade in
which a table deﬁnition has changed, the protocol buffers between builds will
be invalid. These false acknowledgments can cause inconsistencies in the
database.
Fix: The persistSAKAObjectBean has been updated to not send any
acknowledgments when encountering invalid messages.
What changes are necessary?
During the upgrade to this build, if the KMO, KMC, or KMA privileges are
modiﬁed prior to all nodes being upgraded, manually duplicate the users table
from the ﬁrst upgraded SAKA server to each of the other SAKA servers to
ensure database consistency.
It is not recommended that customers manually update database tables. If
currently using the CardCryptoServices to decrypt Card Swipe data, please
contact support@strongkey.com to receive assistance during the upgrade.
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3.13. Build 35 Fixes
#
400

Explanation
SAKA—RFE—CCS—Generate BDK/IPEK
A new feature to the CCS module of SAKA must be added to generate BDKs
and Initial PIN Encryption Keys (IPEKs).
Fix: There are two new web services in CCS—generateBaseDerivationKey and
generateInitialKey. On success these web services will return a 128-bit key
split into three key components with corresponding Key Check Values (KCVs).

401

SAKA—General—Appliance sometimes returns unexpected token when
duplicate values exist
Since changes to the code in Build 30, the Appliance has started using all
Active HMAC keys for checking duplicate values during encryption and search
operations. This is accomplished by loading the hmackeysmap in
common.java with all current active HMAC keys, instead of just the HMAC keys
of the current year for all appliances.
The mechanics behind searching for a duplicate in the database involve
creating an HMAC value with each HMAC key sequentially from the HashMap.
Because the HashMap is sorted alphabetically, in the new build, keys from old
years can be used before keys from the current year. This clashes with the
behavior seen in previous builds and can cause issues for customers expecting
speciﬁc tokens to be returned when duplicate tokens exist.
Fix: The way the HashMap is sorted has been changed. A custom Comparator
has been created that sorts by reverse year order ﬁrst, and SID second. This
will return tokens in the expected on older builds.
hmacsmap order in b30‒32:
1-HMAC-2015
1-HMAC-2016
2-HMAC-2015
2-HMAC-2016
hmacsmap order in b35:
1-HMAC-2016
2-HMAC-2016
1-HMAC-2015
2-HMAC-2015

3.14. Build 31 Fixes
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#

Explanation

113

SAKA—RFE—Backlog Processor—Throttle sending messages to other nodes
in the cluster
The Backlog Processor (BLP) currently does not make an effort to optimize
sending replicated transactions to other nodes of the cluster. By continuously
sending records than can be accepted by the receiving node (because it might
be busy servicing applications performing other requests or for other systemic
reasons), the BLP increases the burden on the receiving node by adding
duplicate objects to the receiver's subscriber queue. This eventually leads to
overwhelming the receiving node to the point its replication threads and
queues choke on the volume requiring a restart of Glassﬁsh.
Fix: This has been addressed by having a thread of the BLP—the BLP Helper—
replicate a small batch of records to determine whether the receiving node is
able to handle the replication of the full batch. If the sending node receives a
response, it continues replicating the main batch of records. The BLP Helper
waits for 25 seconds after sending the initial batch of records. If
acknowledgments are returned for at least 90% of the sent records within the
waiting period, the BLP continues processing the full batch of transactions
from the replication table. All batches of records furthermore

259

SAKA—CCS—getCardCaptureData—Does not return a useful message when
the service credential of the calling application is invalid
When using CCS, if the service credential of the calling application is
unauthorized, the Java Exception thrown by the CCS module isn't caught, and
an obscure Exception is returned to the calling application—making the
problem difﬁcult to diagnose and ﬁx.
Fix: CCS returns an appropriate error message when a user is unauthorized
for the web service.

303

SAKA—RFE—Implement REST web service interface
The KA module has always implemented SOAP-based web services.
Implementing a REST interface would provide a choice to customers when
integrating their applications to SAKA.
Fix: A new servlet now provides REST web services for the most important
service operations. The SAKA 3.0 Administration Guide provides the detailed
explanation of the web service operations and descriptions of parameters in
the SOAP section.
See the Appendix in this document for details about this RFE.
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304

SAKA—RFE—HMAC key usage optimized
A feature that existed in the appliance since version 1.0, which was designed
for verifying the integrity of decryption functions and for searching for
sensitive data that might already exist in the appliance, has posed operational
constraints on some customers because of the window in which HMAC keys
needed to be rotated. This could pose problems for very large databases (in
excess of 10 million records). StrongKey needed to change the way HMAC keys
were rotated in order to eliminate the annual constraint on customers to
perform the operation immediately after the new calendar year begins.
Fix: The KA module now uses all available HMAC keys when searching for
encrypted sensitive data. This was accomplished in a way to create a
negligible impact on web service operations regardless of the number of
HMAC keys in the cluster. HMAC Rotation is now primarily used to retire older
HMAC keys—essentially when there are no unique data HMAC'd by an HMAC
key. Once a key is retired, it is removed from the pool of HMAC keys used
during search operations. On an appliance where everything functions
normally, there will only be two (2) HMAC keys at any given time per cluster
node.
See the Appendix of this document for more details about this Defect ID.

329

SAKA—Jobs—Automatic scheduled jobs that run more than once a day
overwrite the previous run's output report
When a scheduled job runs on the KA, it creates a report such as SID-DIDJOBNAME-DATE. There is no JOBID or TIMESTAMP, which makes this unique
other than the date. If the job is run multiple times on the same day, each
subsequent run overwrites the ﬁle of the previous run.
Fix: SAKA log ﬁlenames have been modiﬁed to include the JobID and a
Timestamp that ensures all job reports are unique and do not overwrite
previously run reports.

332

SAKA—Replication—BLP cannot replicate in a separate transaction objects
that were deleted before the replication was completed successfully
If an object is encrypted but not replicated for any reason, and later deleted,
the replication transaction (from the replication table) will never be processed
successfully because the BLP will not ﬁnd the source object in the
encryption_requests table. This causes repeated failed replication attempts
that can consume resources unnecessarily.
Fix: If BLP is unable to ﬁnd the source object associated with a replication
metadata record, the replication metadata record is deleted and a message
logged to application logs.
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339

SAKA—RFE—General—Cache important symmetric keys after PINs are set
The ﬁrst request sent to the appliance can take a long time since the Password
key, multiple HMAC and Data Encryption Keys (DEK) have to be decrypted. If
there are a ﬂood of transactions once the PINs are set, this can cause those
early transactions to take a long time, or fail in the worst case. A property
should be introduced that governs whether a background thread should be
spawned at startup, and make that thread responsible for decrypting and
enabling symmetric keys immediately after PINs are set.
Fix: A new property strongkeylite.cfg.property.cacheprimer.enable has been
introduced which determines whether HMAC keys will automatically start
caching after a PINs are set. By default, the property is enabled to ensure
transactions are processed as quickly as possible when the appliance or
Glassﬁsh is restarted.

345

SAKA—HSM—CryptoServerProvider fails when deployed alongside SKCE
When both SAKA and SKCE are deployed within the same Glassﬁsh application
server (and implicitly using the same JVM), one of the two modules will be
blocked from using the Hardware Security Module (HSM) with a Cast
Exception: "CryptoServerProvider cannot be cast to CryptoServerProvider.” This
is because both modules were adding the cryptographic Provider to the JVM's
Security module at runtime (thus, violating the JVM's security policy).
Fix: The HSM CryptoServer Provider is now set dynamically in each of the
cryptographic functions called by the KA module, while SKCE loads the
Provider into the JVM's Security module as before. This eliminates the conﬂict
in the JVM and allows both modules to function using the same HSM
simultaneously as needed.

350

SAKA—CCS—Load BDK—Credentials are not checked
The Load BDK web service accepts usernames and passwords but does not
validate them. This allows someone with access to SAKA and tools to
communicate with the CCS module to inject any BDK component into the
module, causing a denial-of-service for legitimate transactions.
If the site has followed Payment Card Industry (PCI)-mandated processes
for BDK management, it is infeasible for individuals to learn the correct BDK
given the split knowledge principle involved in loading the BDK, and to know
the appropriate KCV for the valid BDK. An incorrect key component may be
accepted by the appliance, but the BDK Administrator must “activate” the BDK
by supplying the correct KCV for the BDK; an incorrect component will never
generate the correct KCV. While this defect does not compromise sensitive
data, it does create the potential for a denial-of-service to legitimate
applications (until the correct key components are loaded and the correct BDK
activated by authorized Key Custodians (KCs)).
Fix: The web service now checks the username/password to see that they are
a valid user. The user now requires the 'encryption' privilege in the KA
module.
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352

SAKA—Batch Encryption—Batch slows down linearly when all transactions in
the batch are duplicates
When sending a large batch ﬁle where records in that batch have already been
encrypted by the SAKA, response times for individual transactions in that
batch grow signiﬁcantly as the batch processes. A 15,000-batch input ﬁle may
take 15 minutes and a 35,000-batch ﬁle can take over an hour. After 200,000
records, batch processing response times increase to more than 1 second per
request. The primary cause of this response time degradation is that all
transactions in the batch are processed within the same Java Transaction API
(JTA) context.
Fix: The JTA context has been changed to require a new transaction context
(REQUIRES_NEW) for each encryption; the response time for this function
now stays constant.

361

SAKA—Scripts—Installs wrong version of jemalloc
There is an if-then condition in the installation script to determine which
version of jemalloc—a memory allocation library for the Linux operating
system—to install on the system. The condition was inverted and installed the
opposite version for Centos 6 and 5.
Fix: The condition has been ﬁxed. Upgrading to this build will correct the
scripting error.

364

SAKA—RFE—Jobs—Add a new continuous period for jobs to execute
An enhancement request was made to enable the execution of a scheduled
job to run continuously—in speciﬁc, for, the Delete Encryption Requests job.
This allows the job to search for encrypted objects that pass the “cut-off” value
for deletion, and to delete the object. When it reaches the end of the database,
it sleeps for one (1) minute and starts over. However, StrongKey recommends
setting this job for continuous execution only in use cases when the plaintext
object is being encrypted/tokenized for short windows of time and needs to be
automatically deleted after the expiration of that window.
Fix: The new continuously period has been implemented.

365

SAKA—Delete Encryption Job—Job does not parse DID/JID correctly from its
timer
The timer for the Delete Encryption Request job parses its timer object using
1.0 logic. Now that Server ID (SID) has been added to the primary key of object,
the parsing logic of the job needs to be updated to ensure that the job
executes only on the appropriate server.
Fix: The parsing logic in the job is ﬁxed to ensure the job is executed only on
the server that matches the SID in the timer object.
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367

SAKA—Delete Encryption Job—Removing records with JPA breaks
After updating the SAKA to use MariaDB (instead of MySQL) and the latest
Java Database Connectivity (JDBC) .JAR ﬁle, the behavior of JPA has changed.
Previously, the code would return a ResultSet from JPA, then iterate over that
set and remove each item. Now, after the ﬁrst record is removed, subsequent
deletions throw an IllegalArgumentException: "Entity must be managed to call
remove."
Fix: The code has been modiﬁed to use JDBC, as with all other job types.

368

SAKA—Delete Encryption Job—Job does not load custom properties
When the Delete Encryption Requests job runs, it will use custom the SAKA
conﬁguration properties for an Encryption Domain if they were previously
loaded by another module. However, the job does not load the Encryption
Domain's conﬁguration properties itself, when executing the job. Since the
default conﬁguration setting is conﬁgured to not run this job, this prevents the
job from running on a system whose Encryption Domain object (with its
conﬁguration properties) was ﬂushed from cache due to inactivity on the
system.
Fix: The properties map is now checked and loaded correctly.

369

SAKA—Requests—MySQL constraint exceptions when many threads come in
after reboot
Hash Maps for unique Request IDs are only populated when the appliance
receives a web service request. If the web service receives many requests all at
once, due to race conditions, some of those requests may get duplicate
request ID numbers, leading to primary key constraint violations when
persisting the object to the appliance's database.
Fix: The Request ID HashMaps are now initialized at server startup even
before the ﬁrst web service request is received by the appliance.

370

SAKA—Entropy—jTSS does not return as many bytes as requested from TPM
when the buffer cache is empty
When the entropy web service receives a request, the thread retrieves data
bytes from a previously ﬁlled buffer in cache memory to service the request.
However, if the buffer is empty, the thread attempts to extract them directly
from the TPM. A defect in Trusted Java's (jTSS) tpm.getRandom(bytes)
function used by the KAM does not actually return as many bytes as requested.
The KAM returned the TPM-generated bytes without checking the length, thus
returning an inadequate number from what was requested. This problem does
not manifest itself with appliances conﬁgured with an HSM.
Fix: The KAM now loops over the tpm.getRandom() function until the
requested size of bytes are received from the TPM, and returns the correct
number of requested bytes.
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371

SAKA—Relay—Verify user code fails to correctly authorize through LDAP
VerifyUserAuthorizationBean has no code for identifying Relay privileges when
using a Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) Directory Server for
authentication.
Fix: The code has been updated to work with Relay web service privileges.

372

SAKA—Encrypt and Search—Passing empty plaintext does not return error
code
For Encrypt and Search web service operations, passing empty plaintext in the
web service parameters does not return an appropriate error code in the
response. Note that empty strings are not the same as null values.
Fix: Empty strings are now detected by the servlet in the KAM.

373

SAKA—Encrypt and Search—passing large plaintext returns an exception
For the Encrypt and Search web service operations, passing in plaintext in
excess of the acceptable size (10,000 characters) returns a
javax.ejb.EJBException instead of being rejected in the servlet.
Fix: The servlet now rejects plaintext data for encryption that are longer than
the speciﬁed 10,000-character limit.

389

SAKA—RFE—New Script to perform a health check on the appliance
SAKA is generally operated in mission-critical environments. When a problem
must be resolved, it can sometimes be difﬁcult to quickly assess the state of
the appliance; this is especially true when customers opt out of using the
Nagios monitoring agent available for free from StrongKey for SAKA. Solutions
that may otherwise come easy sometimes take a long time because only so
much information can be requested from the customer at a time.
Fix: StrongKey has created a script that gathers pertinent information from
the system into a single report that aids StrongKey in the analysis to enable
rapid troubleshooting. The script is in the /usr/local/software folder when the
updated distribution is extracted. When executed (by the root user), it
collects the following information and zips up the content:
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Conﬁguration properties—properties that use passwords are obfuscated
Glassﬁsh's domain.xml ﬁle
Glassﬁsh thread dump
JVM garbage collection statistics
Summary of the message types in Glassﬁsh's server.log
Database global and innodb status
Database conﬁguration and error log ﬁles ( my.cnf and mysql-error.log )
Database table size estimates and record counts
Other ﬁles: /var/log/dmesg , /var/log/secure , /var/log/messages , /etc/issue ,
/etc/security/limits.conf , /etc/hosts , /etc/resolv.conf , and /etc/sysconﬁg/iptables
Output from df , dmidecode , ps , uptime , uname , netstat , ifconﬁg , and dig
All current version numbers of StrongKey software on the appliance
The script does not collect the following:
System passwords (encrypted, hashed, plaintext, or otherwise)
Secure Shell (SSH), Transport Layer Security (TLS), or any cryptographic
key
Database or LDAP directory server contents
Customers are encouraged to review the zip ﬁle's contents before sending
them to StrongKey for troubleshooting.
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393

SAKA—RFE—CCS—Return plaintext in JavaScript Object Notation
The getCardCaptureData web service currently returns a JavaScript Object
Notation (JSON) string with the merchant transaction and a tokenized
Personal Account Number (PAN) from the decrypted transaction. Two
enhancement requests were made to make this web service more ﬂexible.
The ﬁrst enhancement adds a Boolean property—

strongkeylite.cfg.property.ccsplaintextpan —to return the plaintext PAN in the JSON

string to the calling application, as opposed to the token (which was tokenized
by the SAKA KAM). If the conﬁguration property is set to true to enable the
capability, the service credential in the calling application must have the
decryption privilege in SAKA.
The second enhancement adds a Boolean property:

strongkeylite.cfg.property.ccsautodelete . When set to true, the CCS module does not

call the encryption web service on the KAM to encrypt and tokenize the PAN
(as it normally does in default mode). The ccsautodelete property is only
relevant when the previous property (ccsplaintextpan) is set to true, thus
“auto-deleting” the PAN after returning it as plaintext to the calling application.
Fix: The changes have been implemented as described.
398

SAKA—Batch—Error messages in batch ﬁles have changed unintentionally
The error messages expected to be returned inside the Result element of
batch ﬁles have been unintentionally changed. Customers who rely on these
messages to understand the contents of the batch ﬁle may not process their
batch ﬁles correctly.
Fix: The proper error messages have been restored.

399

SAKA—General—Update the JDK to 1.8.0_112
The current JDK version (1.8.0_66) is out of date and should be upgraded to
keep up with critical Java security patches.
Fix: The version of the JDK has been updated and the installation and
upgrade scripts will install version 1.8.0_112 on 3.0 appliances.

3.15. Build 12 Fixes
#

Explanation
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1

SAKA—Batch—XML ﬁles used in batch jobs are not validated by the appliance
Build 40 introduced the ability to encrypt/decrypt/delete and search using
extensible markup language (XML) batch ﬁles. If the input ﬁles have errors, the
batch job fails abruptly. SAKA must validate the ﬁle before starting the job.
However, this causes the job to take longer since the code will have to make
two passes through the input ﬁle: once for validation, and the second time for
processing.
Fix: The SAKA now validates the XML against the schema in
/usr/local/strongauth/strongkeylite/etc/SKLES.xsd .

4

SAKA—KMTool—Error when an appliance has a hyphen in its FQDN
Using a hyphen (-) in the fully qualiﬁed domain name (FQDN) of a SKLES/SAKA
appliance causes problems while using Key Management Tool (KMTool) to
migrate the domain key through a migrating key object. KMTool uses a new
format where the migrating key ﬁle uses the FQDNs of the source and target
appliances, separated by a hyphen in the ﬁlename. If the FQDN already has a
hyphen in it, this causes the tool to throw an exception about a nonexistent
host.
KMTool was checking the validity of the migration key based on content in
the ﬁlename (as opposed to the ﬁle's contents). It did so by splitting the
ﬁlename on hyphens in the ﬁlename, and made assumptions about what each
ﬁeld will be.
Fix: These checks have been replaced with new checks that validate against
the content of the XML data. The ﬁlename is now ignored and only the XML
contents are validated.

45

SAKA—KMTool—Administrator1 hard-coded
KMTool is only able to migrate keys with the credentials of Administrator1 from
any encryption domain. This poses problems with customers who have lost the
credential, have lost the password to the credential, or have locked away the
credential and created a second administrator.
Fix: KMTool has been modiﬁed to accept the admin username as a
parameter. The validatePINBean has been modiﬁed to check the database to
see whether the user is an Administrator instead of assume privilege based
on the username of adminstrator1.

45

SAKA—DACTool—Change in conﬁguration through DACTool gets replicated
repeatedly
When saving property changes in DACTool multiple times per session, extra
replication objects are created for previously saved objects.
Fix: DACTool has been modiﬁed to recreate a new ArrayList of conﬁguration
properties each time they are successfully saved. This prevents properties
being inadvertently submitted multiple times.
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47

SAKA—DACTool—Run Once button in Symmetric Keys Range Rotation
Symmetric keys range rotation cannot be “run once” but the button is enabled.
If range rotation is run once, DACTool defaults to sending a value of 0, which
corresponds with DISCONNECT—unexpectedly disconnecting the user from
DACTool.
There is a constant deﬁned for Run Once Range Rotation, but if it were
sent to the server, the server would do nothing. Run Once options always send
a null Param array, and on the server, if Run Once Range Rotation has a null
Param array it does nothing.
Either the Run Once button should be disabled for the range rotation
option, or new functionality should be deﬁned for it on the server.
Fix: The Run Once button has been disabled for the Symmetric Key Rotation
Range job.

53

SAKA—MySQL—Inefﬁcient Indexes
The ENCRYPTION_REQUESTS table schema includes ﬁve secondary indexes
based on the following sequences of columns:
requestor
sid, did, hmac
did, hmac
sid, did, pseudo_number
did, pseudo_number
Some of these indexes can be combined while covering required use cases;
these updates should increase write performance.
requestor
hmac, did, sid
pseudo_number, did, sid
Fix: Indexes have been updated.

54

SAKA—MySQL—Inefﬁcient data types
Many tables use bigint and other similarly large data types for ﬁelds that will
never hold such large values (as in Domain ID or Server ID). Changing these
values to tinyints or smaller types will increase performance and reduce the
size of indexes and tables.
Fix: Data types have been changed.
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89

SAKA—KMTool—Title bar has the wrong name
The title of the KMTool application is "Basic Application Example."
Fix: The name of the application has been ﬁxed.

102

SAKA—DACTool—Null preferences cause exception
For the Default DID property in DACTool, saving a null or non-numeric value
causes a NumberFormatException to be thrown (which goes unnoticed). If
DACTool is stopped after saving invalid values, DACTool will fail to start until
the bad values are cleared from the saved properties ﬁle in
/usr/local/strongauth/.strongkeyliteDAConsole/appProperties .
Similar failures occur when SAKA's Administrative URLs ﬁeld is null or
contains an extra new line between values.
Fix: DACTool has been modiﬁed to catch the NumberFormatException in the
DID ﬁeld and default to 1 in case of an exception. DACTool has also been
modiﬁed to catch errors in the SAKA Administrative URLs section such as
missing port and missing HTTPS protocol.

104

SAKA—Replication—Restart Publisher fails to stop Publisher Helper
The Publisher Helper thread is not killed by the Executor Service because the
code to return after catching an interrupt was not implemented.
Fix: The Publisher Helper now exits when interrupted.

105

SAKA—Replication—Restart replication does not stop active Helper threads
For any of of the replication module threads—Publisher, Subscriber, or
Acknowledger—if they are interrupted by the Executor Service, they do not
throw an InterruptionException and the thread does not exit, leading to thread
leaks. In the case of the Subscriber thread, this causes the application to crash
once the still-running Subscriber Helper accesses its ZMQ port.
Fix: Logic has been introduced to stop Helper threads when interrupted and
gracefully exit.

107

SAKA—Replication—Restart Acknowledger does not stop Acknowledger
thread
In ZMQAcknowledger.java, the Acknowledger class has a run method that
does not exit on restarts. An exception is thrown the next time the
Acknowledger thread tries to read from the ZMQ port for the Acknowledger.
Fix: Logic has been introduced to stop the Acknowledger when interrupted
and gracefully exit.
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108

SAKA—Authentication—Failed to use PWD key returns unhelpful error
message
If the Password (PWD) Key does not decrypt because of problems with the
TPM or the thread times out waiting on the TPM, the appliance fails to
generate an HMAC for the password. The returned exception misleads a
customer to believe the password was incorrect causing confusion.
Fix: The returned error message is now less misleading and hints to check
server logs, but the message is generic enough to obscure hints to an
attacker about the cause of the error.

122

SAKA—Populate Maps—SQL statements that return null cause uncaught
exception
In sequenceGeneratorBean, when populating maps used by the appliance, we
query the database for starting values. Some of these queries are capable of
returning null values, which in the case of getSingleResult(), throws
NoResultException which isn't currently being caught. This uncaught
exception prevents the remainder of the application from initializing. This is an
unlikely scenario unless there are incomplete or dead encryption domains on
the appliance. The workaround is to manually insert missing records for
incomplete encryption domains.
Fix: The try-catch has been expanded to include NoResultException so that
the failure logic can handle the remainder.

124

SAKA—Secondary Setup Wizard—HSM—Ignores HSM selection and tries to
initiate TPM
When selecting the Utimaco HSM, the wizard ignores the selected
cryptographic module and continues working with a TPM.
Fix: The Secondary Setup Wizard now refuses to move forward if an HSM is
selected, informing the user that they should use HSM-speciﬁc methods for
replicating HSM key material.

125

SAKA—Secondary Replication Final Wizard—HSM—Cannot pass the Check
Database step
Using the Utimaco HSM in the Secondary Replication Final Wizard, the wizard
is blocked at the Check Database step because expected XML in the database
does not exist.
Fix: The Secondary Replication Final Wizard will now refuse to move forward
if an HSM is selected, informing the user that they should use HSM-speciﬁc
methods for replicating HSM material.
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166

SAKA—Replication—BLP cannot replicate users with hyphenated names
When a service credential for an application (user) is created with a hyphen in
the credential's name, such as "encrypt-decrypt", this object is not replicated
by the replication module's BLP.
Fix: Code has been modiﬁed to correctly parse user objects.

180

SAKA—DACTool—Remove unnecessary strongkeylite.cfg.property.jdbc.dbpassword
The property strongkeylite.cfg.property.jdbc.dbpassword has not been used for many
builds and its continued existence in DACTool and Glassﬁsh logs causes
confusion. The property should be removed entirely from the code.
Fix: The property has been removed.

219

SAKA—Search—Successful search requests generate unnecessary warnings
in logs
When a search request successfully ﬁnds a record, it sets the RequestStatus to
"Succeeded" and the FailureReason to NULL. Consequently, setFailureReason
(in the entity bean) logs a warning, even though the request returns the
correct response to the calling application.
Fix: Code has been modiﬁed to not log warnings when the search is
successful.

222

SAKA—editUserBean—Changing the user password fails under speciﬁc
conditions
When an Administrator tries to change the password of a user generated
under very speciﬁc conditions, the request will fail. The conditions for failure
are:
User was created on a different appliance
User was created in a different calendar year from the current one
Appliance making the change has already generated a PWD key for
current year
Appliance that created the user has not generated a PWD key for current
year
Fix: editUserBean has been modiﬁed to pass genHmac the local SID. The SID
is now included in the user object for persistence and replication.
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270

SAKA—Replication—ZMQ SubscriberHelper thread dies with a
MySQLIntegrityConstraintViolationException
If a ZMQ SubscriberHelper attempts to persist an object already present in the
database (as when the object is added by another thread between the time
SAKA checked if the object exists and the time SAKA tries to persist it), that
SubscriberHelper thread dies, throwing the named exception. In the scenario
this happens many times, all SubscriberHelpers die and replication eventually
fails.
Fix: The exception is now caught and the appliance returns an
acknowledgment.

271

SAKA—DACTool—New users with a hyphen in the name cause replication
errors
When a user is created through DACTool with a hyphen in the username, it
breaks replication (since the appliance uses hyphens as a ﬁeld separator for
object primary keys). For instance, if the username is abcd-1234, the user
object's primary key might be 1-abcd-1234. When replicated to another node,
the parsing logic assumes the user's name is abcd instead of abcd-1234.
Fix: The ZMQ Subscriber thread now parses differently to account for
usernames that might include hyphens.

272

SAKA—DACTool—Cannot modify relay privilege on existing users
Radio buttons in DACTool govern the authorization controls for relaying
transactions to payment gateways—but changing them does not work.
editUserBean does not have the logic to modify this privilege.
Fix: editUserBean has been updated to accept changed privileges to relay
authorizations from DACTool.

288

SAKA—KMTool—KMTool breaks if the Domain Administrator is not
authenticated last (after the KCs)
In StrongkeyliteKMToolView.java, an if statement (after successfully verifying a
credential) updates status data structures for each veriﬁed role. The section of
the code updating the Domain Administrator's status is missing braces,
causing the DA's data structure to be incorrectly updated as each KC's status is
updated. This is only a problem if any KC is authenticated after the Domain
Administrator is authenticated.
Fix: The scope of the if statement has been ﬁxed to include the appropriate
assignment of the Domain Administrator's data structure (DA_SECRET).
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292

SAKA—RFE—DACTool—Change password for Domain Administrator's
credential
KC-SetPINTool does not permit the Domain Administrator to change their
credential’s (keystore) password.
Fix: The Domain Administrator Change Password option has been added to
DACTool. Additionally, KC-SetPINTool has also been updated to permit a
Domain Administrator to change their own credential's password.

293

SAKA—DACTool—Reverting changes to users fails without errors
When a Domain Administrator modiﬁes user privileges in DACTool, a map
containing the user's current privileges is created. When the privileges are
changed, DACTool compares the map of current privileges against the new
privileges. However, when the new privileges are persisted, the map of current
privileges is not replaced, and thus, becomes desynchronized with the real
privileges.
If the Domain Administrator attempts to revert the change, DACTool
erroneously compares the reverted values to the older, incorrect map and does
not change anything. There is no apparent error, so the Domain Administrator
assumes the change was successful.
Fix: After successfully changing privileges of a user, DACTool returns the
Domain Administrator to the View Users panel so he/she may see the change
reﬂected in the USERS table.

295

SAKA—DACTool—Modifying a previously changed conﬁguration in the same
session fails
Modifying a property once through DACTool works correctly; modifying the
same property again succeeds in persisting the update, but fails to replicate
the update object to other nodes. The code in addConﬁgurationBean was
failing to publish because of a NULL Publisher object.
Fix: The code has been updated to use the correct Publisher.
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296

SAKA—DACTool—DACTool sends a NULL password to the server when a new
user password does not meet format requirements
Password requirements for service credentials calling web services on the
appliance are as follows:
Must be at least eight total characters
Must contain at least one uppercase alpha character
Must contain at least one lowercase alpha character
Must contain at least one numeral
Must contain at least one special character
If the password does not meet these requirements, DACTool sends the request
to the server but with a NULL value. This results in a generic "Key Generation
Failed" exception obscuring the real issue from the Administrator.
NOTE: The Administration Guide states that Administrators must press
the Enter key after typing in both passwords in the form; at that time DACTool
provides a message indicating if the password meets required criteria or not.
Unfortunately, this is a known Java Swing issue and using the Enter key
instead of the Tab key is the only workaround.
Fix: DACTool has been modiﬁed to return an error immediately when there is
an issue with the password.

297

SAKA—KMTool—KMTool imports Binary Large Objects (BLOBs) when
problems occur with the Migrating Key or the wrong Domain Administrator
authenticates to the tool using an incorrect domain identiﬁer
When importing an Encryption Domain Key (EDK) from one appliance to
another, KMTool suggests there are errors with the Migrating Key or that a
Domain Administrator from the wrong domain is importing the BLOB; but if
the Import button is clicked, KMTool will still submit the BLOB to the server.
Fix: KMTool has been modiﬁed to disable the Import button in the event the
Migration Key is invalid or the authenticated Domain Administrator uses a
different DID than the one speciﬁed in the Migrating Key's XML.

298

SAKA—KMTool—KMTool breaks if Domain Administrator does not verify their
credential before validating
A Domain Administrator can skip the verify step (if they think their password is
correct) and go straight to validate and everything will appear to be
successfully (assuming their password was correct). But when the Domain
Administrator progresses to migrate or import, KMTool will fail because
important variables in KMTool are only populated by the Verify button.
Fix: These variables are now populated during the validate step, too.
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300

SAKA—RFE—sakaclient—Cannot encrypt strings from the command line
The sakaclient.jar tool does not have the ability to encrypt simple strings
(besides the last 8 digits of test credit card numbers). This limits the usefulness
of sakaclient for testing and debugging purposes.
Fix: A new option ES has been added to sakaclient for string encryption.

301

SAKA—DACTool—Rotate Symmetric Key Range Job panel takes too long to
open for a large database
DACTool, opening the Symmetric Key Range Rotation panel takes a very long
time to display itself when the appliance's internal database is large.
Fix: getEncryptionRequestBean's method forSchedulingRangeJob was
calling a ﬁnd-by-count against the entire encryption request table
erroneously. This query has been removed.

306

SAKA—Restart Publisher—Request threads attempt to start the Publisher
when an Administrator is restarting the Publisher through DACTool
When an Administrator restarts the Publisher through DACTool, if there are
active requests, depending on the outcome of a race condition, those threads
may each try to create new instances of the Publisher. While this does not
cause any failures, it does log unnecessary exceptions.
Fix: When restarting the Publisher, request threads that need a Publisher
assume something with high priority is working on it and wait for the state to
change before attempting to start the Publisher themselves.

308

SAKA—Encryption—Appliance attempts to start replication module even in
single-node clusters.
In single node clusters (such as a DEVP appliance), references to starting the
replication module tend to ﬁll up the server.log ﬁle with each request.
Fix: Code has been ﬁxed to test whether there are active subscribers in the
cluster, in addition to testing if the host is an Active Publisher, before starting
replication services.
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311

SAKA—Replication—DeleteUser replication object causes uncaught exception
when sent through the replication module's BLP
When a SubscriberHelper receives a replication object to delete a user through
the BLP, the privileges of the user object are NULL (given that the BLP is
unable to gather that information due to the user being deleted from the
source appliance).
PersistZMQObjectBean explicitly checks the user object for Admin
privileges; since the object's privileges are NULL an uncaught
IllegalArgumentException is thrown, causing the SubscriberHelper thread to
die.
Eventually replication ceases since all SubscriberHelpers die attempting to
process this replicated object.
Fix: PersistZMQObjectBean no longer tries to set/check for NULL values when
the replicated object is being deleted. Additionally,
IllegalArgumentExceptions are caught.

317

SAKA—RFE—Decryption—Add a property to allow only the encrypting user to
decrypt ciphertext they encrypted.
A property is introduced to allow a customer to increase the granularity of the
decryption privilege. If enabled, only the user who encrypted a value may
decrypt that value. However, to ensure companies are able to decrypt
ciphertext for security reasons, a special hard-coded credential (whose
password is established by sites) is allowed to bypass this rule.
Fix: The property strongkeylite.cfg.property.decryption.usergranularity has been
introduced. The default value of false has no effect on the way the appliance
works—i.e., all credentials with DECRYPT privilege may decrypt any
ciphertext encrypted within their encryption domain.
When the property's value is set to true, only the user who originally encrypted
the plaintext can decrypt its corresponding ciphertext. The hard-coded user
credential recoveryuser (if created through DACTool) is allowed to bypass the
property's value and decrypt any ciphertext within that encryption domain.
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318

SAKA—RFE—New web service entropy.
For users with the encrypt privilege, a new web service to gather random
numbers from a TRNG in the SAKA cryptographic hardware module is now
available. This entropy may be used by applications for any purpose: seeding a
PRNG in software; generating a cryptographic key with this seed material as an
initialization vector for encrypting plaintext using the Cipher Block Chaining
method, etc.
Fix: The entropy web service has been implemented; its input parameters are:
The encryption domain identiﬁer, DID
The username/service credential of the application making the request
The password of the username/service credential making the request
An integer value—between 16 and 1024 specifying the size of the
requested entropy
The web service returns a Base64-encoded string of random bytes of the
requested length.

320

SAKA—RFE—Add metrics into log messages.
A transaction ID and time to completion (TTC) is now part of log messages for
each transaction. This enables debugging performance issues much easier.
Fix: A Transaction ID and TTC value has been added to all messages that
complete successfully.

321

SAKA—Batch Requests—XML DID and Transaction type are not validated.
Batch requests are only checked for parameter correctness. The DID element
of the XML input ﬁle is not validated to ensure it corresponds to the value in
the web service request.
Fix: The values in the XML are now veriﬁed.

358

SAKA—SEDOS—Topaz directory and sakasedclient required ﬁles not copied or
created on install.
In install-sedos.sh , the / Topaz and /sakased directories were assumed to already
exist with all necessary ﬁles in the correct location.
Fix: The script now checks for the /Topaz and /sakased directories, creating
them if they do not exist and the sakasedclient.jar and all required ﬁles are
copied to their respective locations.
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359

SAKA—SEDOS—Parsing error when getting drive serial number.
In install-sedos.sh , there is a parsing error when the script calls sedutil-cli and
attempts to ﬁnd the model of an SED drive. The error occurs when the SED
drive capacity is in the drive serial number. For example, a 256GB drive has a
serial number of ABCD256EF78.
Fix: The parsing command was ﬁxed to be more explicit as to where the SED
model information is in the sedutil-cli output.

3.16. KeyAppliance Known Issues
The following issues are known to exist in this release.
360

SAKA—New Domain setup to automatically modify LDAP to add new DID
entry for SKCE users
The New Domain Wizard for SAKA creates new database entries for SAKA
domain but not for SKCE domain. This should be changed in a future build to
add new entries in the DB as well as the LDAP schema for a SKCE domain.
Workaround: A script New-SKCE-Domain.sh has been included in the
distribution which takes care of adding a new SKCE domain.
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4. Replication (REPL) Module

4.1. Overview
Starting in SAKA 3.0 Build 26, the replication code which was part of the core KA
module (KAM) code, was separated into its own module to enable other SAKA modules
to leverage replication for high availability (HA). The REPL is still powered by the same
Zero Message Queue (ZMQ) architecture and its Java library, but is now deployed
separately as its own Enterprise Archive (EAR) ﬁle. A secondary beneﬁt to the
separation is that updates to the appliance are modular, thus allowing the appliance to
service applications even as some modules are being updated.
The replication module is designed to be very lightweight and only serve as an
application-aware, high speed message relay service. It is tasked with maintaining the
socket ports and connections, and relaying messages without maintaining any state of
the messages. The actual tasks of creating messages, parsing messages, and creating
and persisting objects to the database are left to the individual SAKA modules.
Assuming a two-node cluster with nodes called SAKA01 and SAKA02 a successful endto-end replication transaction for a KAM encryption request contains the following
events (please note that all replicated sensitive objects are still encrypted):
1. On SAKA01, the sender:
1. The KAM creates a replication message and persists the record to the

replication table in its database.

2. The KAM makes a call to its local REPL Module, passing the message and

some metadata.

3. The REPL Module uses the metadata to send the message to SAKA02.
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2. On SAKA02, the receiver:
1. The REPL Module receives the message from SAKA01.
2. The REPL Module parses the metadata and, based on the information,

makes a call to its local KAM, passing it the payload message.

3. The KAM parses the message and persists it to the database.
4. The KAM calls its local REPL Module, passing an acknowledgment and some

metadata;

5. The REPL Module uses the metadata to send the message to SAKA01.
3. On SAKA01:
1. The REPL Module receives the acknowledgment message from SAKA0.;
2. The REPL Module deletes the message from the replication table.

The REPL module is capable of completing such an end-to-end transaction in
milliseconds on a gigabit ethernet-based local area network even when both nodes
are encrypting hundreds of transactions per second. On wide area networks (WANs),
the replication latency depends on available capacity on the WAN.
While the CryptoEngine (CE) module does not replicate encrypted ﬁles, it does
replicate escrowed encryption keys, as well as registered FIDO keys as part of enabling
HA for the CE module. Sites are expected to replicated CE-encrypted ﬁles using
external tools and processes so disaster recovery is enabled across wide area networks.

4.2. Build 16 Fixes
#
DEV1427

Explanation
REPL—General—Update Java libraries
All libraries used by REPL must be updated to their latest versions.
Fix: All Java libraries have been updated.

4.3. Build 15 Fixes
The following defects were ﬁxed and Requests for Enhancements (RFE) were
implemented in the REPL:
#

Explanation
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528

REPL—General—Update Java libraries
All libraries used by REPL must be updated to their latest versions.
Fix: All Java libraries have been updated.

4.4. Build 14 Fixes
#
491

Explanation
REPL—RFE—Subscriber—Added new interface for persisting FSO objects
A new remote interface needs to be added to replication for the persistence of
FIDO Sign-On (FSO) objects.
Fix: The new interface has been added.

4.5. Build 13 Fixes
#
417

Explanation
REPL—General—Update the JDK to 1.8.0_121
The current Java Development Kit (JDK) version 1.8.0_112 is out of date and
should be upgraded to keep up with critical Java security patches.
Fix: The JDK version has been updated and the installation and upgrade
scripts will install version 1.8.0_121 on 3.0 appliances.

4.6. Build 11 Fixes
#

Explanation
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267

REPL—RFE—Replication—Publisher/Subscriber/Acknowledger should notify
sleeping threads when adding to queue
Currently, helper threads for replication will sleep for a conﬁgurable number of
seconds (10 by default) before waking up and checking the replication queues.
If there is no work to be done, the threads sleep another 10 seconds. This can
add delays in a round-trip replication if the appliance is not busy—up to as
much as 30 seconds for a single replication if the messages are sent at the
precise moment when threads go to sleep on replicating nodes.
Fix: Instead of notifying sleeping threads, a pool of helper threads is created
which performs the function of publishing an object, receiving an object, or
acknowledging the receipt of an object. When a new object is added to the
queue, a helper thread is awakened from the pool to perform the task. Upon
completing the task, the helper thread rejoins the pool. Threads no longer go
to sleep and the property conﬁguring the sleep time of such threads has
been removed.

312

REPL—RFE—Replication—Self Healing Subscriber
There are circumstances that can break subscriber connections—such as when
the WAN connection is dropped, switches fail, etc. The REPL module should
attempt to identify and repair these problems where it can.
Fix: The Subscriber code now tracks how frequently a Subscriber receives
replication messages from other nodes in the cluster. If a Subscriber does not
get a message from a speciﬁc node after a period deﬁned by the
replication.cfg.property.messaging.keepalive.interval property, the Subscriber assumes the
network connection may be broken and will re-subscribe to that node, thus attempting to
reestablish the connection.

362

REPL—RFE—Replication—Subscriber Helper threads should scale linearly to
the size of the cluster
The helper thread property governs how many replication helper threads are
created for a node. However, the default value for helper threads is appropriate
for a two node cluster. This is not very helpful in clusters of larger sizes.
Fix: The code has been modiﬁed so the same property now governs the
number of helper threads started per Subscriber node instead of the total
number of helper threads, thus making it more scalable and dependent on
the size of the cluster.
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363

REPL—Servlet—When the REPL module is undeployed, helper threads and
ports are left behind
When the REPL module is undeployed, replication threads and ports continue
to live within the GlassFish container. This prevents a new REPL module from
being deployed without a GlassFish restart.
Fix: When the REPL module is undeployed, the servlet stops replication
threads gracefully to clean up behind the undeployed module.

374

REPL—Helper Threads—Threads do not handle bad/garbled input gracefully
When a replicated object is corrupted in transit, the input received from a ZMQ
socket on the Subscriber side is garbled. This causes the Subscriber thread to
die prematurely due to an uncaught exception while trying to parse the input.
Fix: Input is now processed within a try-catch block to catch exceptions and
continue processing.
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5. CryptoEngine (CE) Module
The following defects were ﬁxed and Requests for Enhancement(RFEs) implemented
in the CEM of the Tellaro KeyApplianceTM (SAKA) and the DataProtection ApplianceTM
(DPA). As of Build 73, while there will be references to the StrongKey CryptoEngine
abbreviation—SKCE—in the code, documentation is being updated to reﬂect the new
name—CryptoEngine Module.

5.1. Build 171 Fixes
#
DEV1427

Explanation
SKCE—General—Update Java libraries
All libraries used by SKCE must be updated to their latest versions.
Fix: All Java libraries have been updated.

5.2. Build 169 Fixes
#

Explanation

511

SKCE—Fast Identity Online (FIDO) authentication—FIDO implementation
vulnerability
A vulnerability exists in the FIDO server implementation in which registration
and authentication web service calls do not require a username. This creates
an issue in which the Boolean response returned by the FIDO server is whether
or not thesignature supplied by the client is valid or not. It does not check for
whom this signature is valid. This can be exploitedby an attacker with a valid
account and FIDO key on the site—to gain access to accounts not their own.
Fix: This has been ﬁxed by adding an additional parameter to the metadata
JSON object in the payload to ensure that the correct user (username) is
being registered or authenticated.
What changes must be made to application code?
Applications that are making preregister, register, pre-authentication, and
authentication calls to the FIDO engine must now include the username in
the JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) metadata sent to the appliance.
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Example: (Old request JSON)
{
"metadata": {
"version": "1.0",
"create_location": "Sunnyvale, CA",
},
"response": {
...
}
}

Example: (New request JSON)
{
"metadata": {
"version": "1.0",
"create_location": "Sunnyvale, CA",
"username": "demouser"
},
"response": {
...
}
}

526

SKCE—General—Update Java libraries
All libraries used by SKCE must be updated to their latest versions.emrd.
Fix: All Java libraries have been updated.
What changes must be made to application code?
None. This change is transparent to applications and does not affect them.
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5.3. Build 165 Fixes
#
493

Explanation
SKCE—StrongKey FIDO Engine(SKFE)—Trying to download TLD names threw
an exception
SKFE has a requirement of downloading the Top Level Domain (TLD) names
from public sufﬁx.org to ensure that it does the APPID-FACETID veriﬁcation for
FIDO correctly. The HyperText Transfer Protocol (HTTP) client used in this build
was having trouble connecting to URLs with Subject Alt Name (SAN)
certiﬁcates; therefore SKCE always threw an exception during bootup.
Fix: The code has been modiﬁed to use the Apache HTTP client, which can
handle different kind of certiﬁcates.
What changes must be made to application code?
None. This change is transparent to applications and does not affect them.

5.4. Build 163 Fixes
#
408

Explanation
SKCE—Domain status does not get upated in Hash Map
When a SAKA domain administrator (using DACTool) changes the status of a
domain from 'Active' to 'Inactive', SKCE does not get notiﬁed of the change
and continues to process transactions for that domain.
Fix: A workaround has been implemented which will refresh the SKCE
domain maps every 30 minutes.A more robust solution will be implemented
in the next build.
What changes must be made to application code?
None. This change is transparent to applications and does not affect them.
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409

SKCE—Replication (REPL)—Problem with replicating the FIDO_USERS table
Replicating the FIDO_USERS table caused exceptions when a user did not have
two-step enabled which led to the two-step-target column being empty. As
the table was expecting an enum value, it did not accept the empty string and
threw exceptions.
Fix: The code has been ﬁxed to use NULL instead of empty string when twostep is not enabled.
What changes must be made to application code?
None. This change is transparent to applications and does not affect them.

416

SKCE—Update JDK to latest version
A new version of JDK has been released with updates and patches. SKCE has to
be updated to use this veriosn (jdk8 update 121).
Fix: The build process has been modiﬁed to use jdk8 update 121.
What changes must be made to application code?
None. This change is transparent to applications and does not affect them.

419

SKCE—REPL—Erroneous Acknowledgments are sent when invalid protocol
buffers are parsed
When the SKCE receives a ZMQ message with an invalid protocol buffer, it will
erroneously return an Acknowlegement. Invalid protocol buffers are likely
under normal operation, but during an upgrade in which a table deﬁnition has
changed, the protocol buffers between builds will be invalid. These false
Acknowledgments can cause inconsistencies in the database.
Fix: The persistSKCEObjectBean has been updated to not send any
acknowledgments when encountering invalid messages.
What changes must be made to application code?
None. This change is transparent to applications and does not affect them.

5.5. Build 158 Fixes
#

Explanation
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356

CEM—If CEM fails to communicate with the KA Module (KAM), CEM does not retry
When CEM attempts to generate and escrow default encryption keys in the KAM, it
or 2) When KAM and CEM are deployed on the same GlassFish Application Server an
Fix: The process of generating and caching a Default encryption key for the CEM h
succeed in establishing a connection to the KAM and making KAM connection info
What changes must be made to application code?
None. This change is transparent to applications and does not affect them.

375

CEM—LDAPE—Make all data validation checks case-insensitive
Active Directory (AD) and the built-in LDAP Directory Server return values with diffe
Fix: Data validation checks in the CEM are now case-insensitive to allow different c
What changes must be made to application code?
None. This change is transparent to applications and does not affect them.

376

CEM—ADMIN—adminlogin.jsp needs Domain ID (DID) when the Administrator log
The CEM has a JSP Servlet—adminlogin.jsp—to conﬁgure application service-crede
property ﬁle. In earlier releases, the CEM was capable of communicating only with a
the JSP Servlet needs to be modiﬁed to accommodate DomainIDs.
Fix: The JSP Servlet has been modiﬁed to require a DID as a required parameter fo
What changes must be made to application code?
None. This change is transparent to applications and does not affect them.

377

CEM—REPL—Add replication capability to CEM
The CEM was originally designed as a stateless cryptographic engine to encrypt ﬁle
information in a database, which needs to be replicated in a clustered environment
Fix: The SAKA 3.0 and DPA 2.0 appliances come with a new replication module wh
cluster. In the distribution downloadable on the internet, the REPL module is deliv
To facilitate replication, a property must be conﬁgured in the CEM conﬁguration ﬁle
"skce.cfg.property.serverid=1"

What changes must be made to application code?
None. This change is transparent to applications and does not affect them.
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378

CEM—MySQL—Merge the KAM and CEM database schemas
SAKA 3.0 and DPA 2.0 appliance distribution combine the KAM and CEM and deploy
Fix: The CEM tables have been moved to the KAM schema.
What changes must be made to application code?
None. This change is transparent to applications and does not affect them.

380

CEM—SKFE—Update the FIDO Engine module for Universal Two-Factor (U2F) JS 1.
The FIDO Alliance released the U2F JavaScript 1.1 implementation speciﬁcation; con
Fix: The FE module now supports FIDO U2F JavaScript 1.1.
What changes must be made to application code?
None. Ensure that your Relying Party (RP) web application calling the FE web servic
Example: (Old response—Using JavaScript 1.0)
{
& registerRequest":
[{
"challenge":
"aeDL9fqwuak8eqU4acLH5bsSqW72CxrnzjLHSPbkbLVNdh08FErClhXo4_0LSaydh2LQ1LtLSoyA1
"version":
"U2F_V2",
"appId":
"https://demo.strongkey.com:8181/app.json"
}],
"sessionId":
"fahze7OmJLUx+MTZg7qGRc03yHP5FRCaIi39yFPAxro=",
"SignRequest":
[{
"keyHandle":
"ItlTe9F_QdWw-LmrcTwG47Mttr2WmLTciOSoU_T-vojEONW_OPYKEe_F1t0qgWl-XYT_NBVNQ
"sessionId":
"B3wrTZkumK3I7R4Mdau9soHqHfvhaAPKTelbu5ktMoM=",
"challenge":
"GLwWbHKznpx4FBy55Qe9yaddtBK_aHvB6h-hCPHrswOoVU1dsO-YiV1x5ujIq1I-tQ8oHgj5L0k_x
"version":
"U2F_V2",
"appId":
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"https://demo.strongkey.com:8181/app.json"
}]
}

Example: (New response—Using JavaScript 1.1)
{
"appId":
"https://saka207.strongauth.com:8181/app.json",
"registerRequests":
[{
"challenge":
"n0ZwTiF0tukl6ObCSaA9cQHME7QjwqRV8cLzr6sQ5X7A0-S5_ciXpshcE2qxPz0QvlL-6x3gj1IQ_N
"version":
"U2F_V2"
}],
"registeredKeys":
[{
"keyHandle":
"SrWeOy9_q7988Dh2XuF31F7ZAfHyzOypW2wgOBqmN7eBIaw1qDACL1dbQoqyVod6hL1avF0M
"transport":
["usb"],
"version":
"U2F_V2"
}]
}

381

CEM—LDAPE UpdateUser—Invalid username—Too Long
Passing in a very long username in the updateuser web service of the LDAP Engine
Fix: The LDAPE module now has a check for the maximum length (20 characters) f
What changes must be made to application code?
None. Ensure that your application does not use usernames greater than 20-charac

382

CEM—LDAPE UpdateUser—Invalid username –is silently added to the database
Passing a non-existent username to the updateuser web service of the LDAP Engin
Fix: The LDAP module now checks the LDAP directory server ﬁrst, to see if the use
What changes must be made to application code?
None. This change is transparent to applications and does not affect them.
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383

CEM—LDAPE UpdateUser—Invalid Key—Passing invalid key successfully updates l
Passing an invalid key parameter for a key value pair to the LDAP Engine's updateu
Fix: The code now returns an exception for invalid key parameters.
What changes must be made to application code?
None. This change is transparent to applications and does not affect them.

388

CEM—SKCE—SKFE REST Servlet has unhandled exceptions
The SKFE Rest servlet has input checks for the DomainID (DID) that throw exceptio
Fix: The code has been updated to gracefully handle all exceptions and return prop
What changes must be made to application code?
None. This change is transparent to applications and does not affect them.

390

CEM—SKCE—SKFE—0 as the counter value failed
When a new FIDO Authenticator is used for the very ﬁrst time (after registering a ke
Fix: The code has been updated to accept '0' as a valid counter value for the very ﬁ
What changes must be made to application code?
None. This change is transparent to applications and does not affect them.

391

CEM—SKCE—Domain-speciﬁc properties (AppID and signingDN)
Concept of domains has been introduced in the SKCE for a while now but there wer
1) skse.cfg.property.applicationid
2) skse.cfg.property.dsig.signingdn
Fix: In the current beta release the property ﬁle will have a domain id in the prope
What changes must be made to application code?
None. This change is transparent to applications and does not affect them.
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392

CEM—SKCE—LDAPE—add new parameters to getUserInfo web service
LDAPE getuserinfo web service returned user information from the LDAP directory
different (legitimately), it would fail to return the correct response. The web service
LDAP rather than just the CN and SN.
Fix: The web service has been updated to take in four parameters now instead of t
Example: (old web service)
public SKCEReturnObject getuserinfo(@WebParam(name = "svcinfo") SKCEServiceInfoType svcinfo
@WebParam(name = "username") String username) throws SKCEException;

Example: (new web service)
public SKCEReturnObject getuserinfo(@WebParam(name = "svcinfo") SKCEServiceInfoType svcinfo
@WebParam(name = "basedn") String basedn,
@WebParam(name = "searchkey") String searchkey,
@WebParam(name = "searchvalue") String searchvalue) throws SKCEException

What changes must be made to application code?
None. If the client application has been using the getUserInfo web service, it now ha
396

CEM — SKCE — Allow multiple domains to process transactions
SKCE had the concept of domains but domain-speciﬁc properties were put in a pro
Fix: The domains table now has two new columns which store the SKCE signing D
Setup wizard will create the signing key for domains and update the domains tab
skfe.cfg.property.1.applicationid
skse.cfg.property.dsig.1.signingdn
What changes must be made to application code?
None. This change is transparent to applications and does not affect them.

397

CEM—SKCE—Fix row-level signing for database tables.
When the domains concept was introduced in SKCE, the row level signing code wa
Fix: The signing code has been ﬁxed to accept the domainID passed in as the web
What changes must be made to application code?
None. This change is transparent to applications and does not affect them.

5.6. Build 127 Fixes
#

Explanation
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291

SKCE—Introduction of Encryption Domains
An Encryption Domain (aka domain) is similar to a virtual machine on a
physical server – it allows for logical separation of cryptographic keys, policies
and data for business reasons (regulations, geographies, business-units, etc.).
The concept was originally implemented only in the KeyAppliance Module
(KAM) of the SAKA. Since cryptographic keys generated by the SKCE were
escrowed on the SAKA (by default), the concept of using encryption domains is
now extended to the SKCE.
Until this release, all SKCE keys were escrowed into, and recovered from,
only a single encryption domain of the SAKA. With this release, the SKCE webservices require a domain identiﬁer (DID) – a numeric integer—to be
conﬁgured as a default value in property ﬁles, or to be provided to the web
service operation by the calling application. The web services additionally
require a service-credential – typically, a username and password for an
application—to authorize the request of the service.
Since the ZENC ﬁle now includes the DID in its metadata, applications
using earlier releases of the SKCE must use the integer value of '1' (one) for the
DID parameter to decrypt previously encrypted ZENC ﬁles; all previously
encrypted ZENC ﬁles will be “grand-fathered” into the ﬁrst encryption domain
on the KeyAppliance.
Fix: SKCE is now capable of logically separating service credentials, FIDO U2F
keys, and other cryptographic operations by encryption domain, adding
another layer of granularity and security to the infrastructure.
What changes must be made to application code?
Applications calling web service operations on the SKCE will have to include
the domain identiﬁer and service credentials. These will be provided to you by
the Domain Administrator of the SAKA in your environment. If you are not
using the SAKA for your key management (KM) and have implemented your
own key management back-end for the SKCE, you must nevertheless pass in
non-null values for these web service operation parameters. The SKCE
essentially passes these through to the key management back-end to
authenticate the request to the KM service (if you have implemented your own
KM, then you know what to do).
The default implementation of the SKCE will communicate with a DEMO
KeyAppliance on the internet, hosted by StrongKey, and includes properties
pointing to an Encryption Domain on the DEMO SAKA. This is primarily for
TEST purposes and should NOT be used for any production applications or
volume testing. No guarantees or warranties are made that the DEMO
KeyAppliance will be available. If your network denies access to non-standard
ports on the internet, this is unlikely to work. If you are a supported customer,
please contact StrongKey Support with questions; otherwise, please post
questions on the forum on sourceforge.net/projects/skce
(http://sourceforge.net/projects/skce).
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315

SKCE—Unnecessary checks of SAKA DID and service credentials
When the skce.cfg.property.saka.cluster.retryotherurl conﬁguration property is
set to true (by default), SKCE checks the encryption domain identiﬁer (DID)
and service credentials conﬁgured in the KeyAppliance Module for every SKCE
web service operation. This is a wasteful use of resources and adds latency to
the SKCE transaction. It should be optimized to verify the credentials with a
periodic job and refresh the maps in memory.
Fix: This release optimizes the code to check the conﬁgured DID and service
credentials during startup and cache valid values. The code periodically
veriﬁes that cached values are still meaningful and work. In the event, a SAKA
whose DID and service-credentials are cached becomes unavailable for any
reason, SKCE will attempt to ﬁnd another node in the cluster; if it ﬁnds an
operating node, it caches the new SAKA's information for ongoing use.
What changes must be made to application code?
None. This change is transparent to applications and does not affect them.

316

SKCE—Service-credentials are required for all web service operations
Some web service operations in SKCE—notably the FIDO Engine (SKFE)—did
not require service credentials from calling applications to determine if they
were authorized to request services.
Fix: With the exception of two web service operations in the Signing Engine
(SKSE), this release requires service credentials from calling applications for
SKCE web service operations. The only two operations—signxml and
verifyxml—are a known issue and will be ﬁxed in the next release.
What changes must be made to application code?
Applications calling web service operations on the SKCE will have to include
the domain identiﬁer and service credentials. These will be provided to you by
the Domain Administrator of the SAKA in your environment. If you are not
using the SAKA for your key management (KM) and have implemented your
own key management back-end for the SKCE, you must nevertheless pass in
non-null values for these web service operation parameters. SKCE essentially
passes these through to the key management back-end to authenticate the
request to the KM service (if you have implemented your own KM, then you
know what to do).
The default implementation of the SKCE will communicate with a DEMO
KeyAppliance on the internet, hosted by StrongKey, and includes properties
pointing to an Encryption Domain on the DEMO SAKA. This is primarily for
TEST purposes and should NOT be used for any production applications or
volume testing. No guarantees or warranties are made that the DEMO
KeyAppliance will be available. If your network denies access to non-standard
ports on the internet, this is unlikely to work. If you are a supported customer,
please contact StrongKey Support with questions; otherwise, please post
questions on the forum on sourceforge.net/projects/skce.

319

SKCE—Simplify the FIDO Engine's web service endpoint URIs
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The Uniform Resource Identiﬁers (URIs for the FIDO Engine module of the
SKCE were a little redundant in specifying the word “FIDO” in the URI. While
not a big deal, it was redundant.
Fix: The SKFE endpoint URIs for SOAP and REST web services have been
shortened slightly to simplify them for web-application developers. The old
and new URIs are shown here for reference—the differences in the URIs are
highlighted in bold for easy reference:

Representational State Transfer (REST)
OLD METHOD
https://ﬁdodemo.strongauth.com/skfe/restﬁdo/preregister
https://ﬁdodemo.strongauth.com/skfe/restﬁdo/register
https://ﬁdodemo.strongauth.com/skfe/restﬁdo/preauthenticate
https://ﬁdodemo.strongauth.com/skfe/restﬁdo/authenticate
https://ﬁdodemo.strongauth.com/skfe/restﬁdo/preauthorize
https://ﬁdodemo.strongauth.com/skfe/restﬁdo/authorize
https://ﬁdodemo.strongauth.com/skfe/restﬁdo/getkeysinfo
https://ﬁdodemo.strongauth.com/skfe/restﬁdo/deactivate
https://ﬁdodemo.strongauth.com/skfe/restﬁdo/activate
https://ﬁdodemo.strongauth.com/skfe/restﬁdo/deregister

NEW METHOD
https://ﬁdodemo.strongauth.com/skfe/rest/preregister
https://ﬁdodemo.strongauth.com/skfe/rest/register
https://ﬁdodemo.strongauth.com/skfe/rest/preauthenticate
https://ﬁdodemo.strongauth.com/skfe/rest/authenticate
https://ﬁdodemo.strongauth.com/skfe/rest/preauthorize
https://ﬁdodemo.strongauth.com/skfe/rest/authorize
https://ﬁdodemo.strongauth.com/skfe/rest/getkeysinfo
https://ﬁdodemo.strongauth.com/skfe/rest/deactivate
https://ﬁdodemo.strongauth.com/skfe/rest/activate
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https://ﬁdodemo.strongauth.com/skfe/rest/deregister

Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP)
OLD METHOD
https://ﬁdodemo.strongauth.com/skfe/soapﬁdo?wsdl
NEW METHOD
https://ﬁdodemo.strongauth.com/skfe/soap?wsdl
What changes must be made to application code?
Applications calling FIDO web service operations on the SKCE will have to be
modiﬁed to use the new URIs.
322

SKCE—Use the SAKA to retrieve entropy generated by a TRNG
Since all SAKA servers have a cryptographic hardware module with a True
Random Number Generator (TRNG) built into the appliance, a new web service
in the KeyAppliance Module is available to provide entropy to calling
applications. Unless the SKCE is conﬁgured with its own cryptographic
hardware module, it must use the Pseudo Random Number Generator (PRNG)
within the Java Virtual Machine to generate entropy. This can be problematic
in environments that are conscious about the randomness of the entropy they
need to generate cryptographic keys.
Fix: SKCE is now modiﬁed with a new property—skee.cfg.property.rngtype—
to deﬁne which RNG to use. The default value is set to PRNG to make it
possible to use the SKCE in an environment where the internet is inaccessible
(to communicate with the DEMO SAKA) or if a SAKA is unavailable to the
SKCE deployment within the intranet.
By changing the property value to TRNG and restarting GlassFish, SKCE
contacts the conﬁgured/default SAKA server and calls the entropy web service
operation to retrieve sixteen (16) Base64-encoded bytes of random data
generated by the cryptographic hardware module. It then seeds the
SecureRandom instance in the local JVM to initialize the PRNG, which in turn is
passed into the KeyGenerator to generate the default data encryption key to
encrypt ﬁles.
# Default random number generator : PRNG | TRNG
skee.cfg.property.rngtype=PRNG

What changes must be made to application code?
None. There are no application-visible changes by this enhancement. However,
to use the TRNG, you must modify the skce-conﬁguration.properties ﬁle to
add/change the skee.cfg.property.rngtype property's value to TRNG and restart
GlassFish for this feature to go into effect.
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347

SKCE—Group web service parameters to simplify the API
Given the complexity of SKCE operations, some web services in the
CryptoEngine Module (CEM) have numerous parameters, adding some burden
to application developers to keep this straight. To simplify use of the CEM, web
service parameters are grouped into a set of objects and are used consistently
across all web service requests. These objects are:
Object Name

Parameter

Notes

SKCEServiceInfo

svcinfo

Groups service
credentials

SKCEInputFileInfo

ﬁleinfo

Groups input ﬁle
information

SKCEEncryptionKeyInfo

encinfo

Groups encryption key
information

SKCEAuthorizationInfo

authzinfo

Groups end user
authorization info

storageinfo

Groups output ﬁle
information

SKCEStorageInfo

What changes must be made to application code?
This change does effect applications. Although most parameters remain the
same, they must now be grouped into JSON data structures and passed in. The
following examples show how applications must change to use the new web
services.
In the old method of calling the web service, each parameter in the web
service call must be explicitly speciﬁed individually. While the “scaffolding”
code is not required, remembering and keeping web service parameters
straight can be tedious.
In the new method of calling the web service, parameters are consolidated
into objects, and the web service call must be provided the consolidated
objects as parameters. While this does require “scaffolding” code,
remembering and keeping web service parameters straight becomes easier.
StrongKey Encryption Engine (SKEE)

OLD METHOD
try {
// Setup URL
String hosturl = "https://<hostname>:<port-number>"
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+ "/skee/SKEEServlet?wsdl";
URL baseUrl = SKEEServlet_Service.class.getResource(".");
URL url = new URL(baseUrl, hosturl);
// Instantiate web services port
....
DataHandler indh = new DataHandler(
new FileDataSource(new File("<ﬁle-to-be-encrypted>")));
// Make web service call with individual parameters
SkceReturnObject skcero = port.encrypt(
indh,
// DataHandler
"<ﬁle-name>",
"<saka-did>",

// Filename
// SAKA DID

"<service-user>",

// Service username

"<service-user-password>", // Service password
true,
// Generate new key?
"<encryption-algorithm>",

// Algorithm to use

256,

// Key-size

"<full-ldapuserdn>",

// Requester's LDAP DN

"<ldap-username>",
"<list-of-ldap-groups>",
"<notes-if-any>");

// Requester's LDAP username
// Authorized groups for DEC
// Optional notes

if (skcero != null) {
// Process output
}
} catch (MalformedURLException | WebServiceException ex) {
...
}

NEW METHOD
try {
// Setup URL
String hosturl = "https://<hostname>:<port-number>"
+ "/skee/SKEEServlet?wsdl";
URL baseUrl = SKEEServlet_Service.class.getResource(".");
URL url = new URL(baseUrl, hosturl);
// Instantiate web services port
....
DataHandler indh = new DataHandler(
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new FileDataSource(new File("<ﬁle-to-be-encrypted>")));
// Build consolidated objects for web service input parameters
// Information about the service credential and domain
SKCEServiceInfoType svcinfo = new SKCEServiceInfoType();
svcinfo.setDid(<skce-did>);
svcinfo.setSvcusername("<service-user>");
svcinfo.setSvcpassword("<service-user-password>");
// Information about the ﬁle to be encrypted
SKCEInputFileInfoType ﬁleinfo = new SKCEInputFileInfoType();
ﬁleinfo.setFilename("<ﬁle-name>");
ﬁleinfo.setFiledigest("<ﬁle-digest>");
ﬁleinfo.setFiledigestalgo("<ﬁle-digest-algorithm>");
// Information about the encryption algorithm
SKCEEncryptionKeyInfoType encinfo = new SKCEEncryptionKeyInfoType();
encinfo.setAlgorithm("<encryption-algorithm>");
encinfo.setKeysize(<key-size>);
encinfo.setUniquekey(<unique-enc-key-option>);
// Information about requester and authorized groups for decryption
SKCEAuthorizationInfoType authzinfo = new SKCEAuthorizationInfoType();
authzinfo.setUserdn("<full-ldapuserdn>");
authzinfo.setUsername("<ldap-username>");
authzinfo.setAuthgroups("<list-of-ldap-groups>");
authzinfo.setRequiredauthorization("<required-authorization>");
authzinfo.setPayload("<payload>");
// Make web service call with new consolidated parameters
RSkceReturnObject skcero = port.encrypt(
svcinfo,
// Service-credential information
ﬁleinfo,

// File-to-be-encrypted information

indh,
encinfo,

// Input DataHandler
// Encryption algorithm information

authzinfo);

// Authorization information

if (skcero != null) {
// Process output
...
}
} catch (MalformedURLException | WebServiceException ex) {
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...
}

StrongKey FIDO Engine (SKFE)—SOAP

OLD METHOD
try {
// Set up web service and its port
SKFEServlet_Service service = new SKFEServlet_Service(
new URL("https://<hostname>:<port-number>/skfe/soap?wsdl"));
SKFEServlet port = service.getSKFEServletPort();
// Make web service call
String response = port.preregister(
"<skce-did>",
"<ﬁdo-protocol>",
"<payload>");
// Process response
...
} catch (MalformedURLException | WebServiceException ex) {
...
}

NEW METHOD
try {
//

Set up web service and its port

SKFEServlet_Service service = new SKFEServlet_Service(
new URL("https://<hostname>:<port-number>/skfe/soap?wsdl"));
SKFEServlet port = service.getSKFEServletPort();
//

Build consolidated objects for web service input parameter

SKCEServiceInfoType svcinfo = SKCEServiceInfoType();
svcinfo.setDid(<skce-did>);
svcinfo.setSvcusername("<service-user>");
svcinfo.setSvcpassword("<service-user-password>");
//

Make web service call with new consolidated parameters

String response = port.preregister(svcinfo, "<payload>");
//

Process response
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...
}
catch (MalformedURLException | WebServiceException ex) {
...
}

StrongKey FIDO Engine (SKFE)—REST

OLD METHOD
try {
// Set up the URL
String hosturi = "https://<hostname>:<port-number>" + "/preregister";
// Build a url string with query parameters
URIBuilder uribuilder = new URIBuilder(hosturi);
uribuilder.addParameter("did", "<skce-did>");
uribuilder.addParameter("protocol", "<ﬁdo-protocol>");
uribuilder.addParameter("payload", "<payload>");
String urlstring = uribuilder.toString();
URL url = new URL(urlstring);
// Create HTTP connection with parameters;
HttpURLConnection conn = (HttpURLConnection) url.openConnection();
conn.setReadTimeout(Constants.TIMEOUT_VALUE);
conn.setConnectTimeout(Constants.TIMEOUT_VALUE);
conn.setRequestMethod("GET");
conn.setRequestProperty("Accept", "application/json");
// Make web service call
if (conn.getResponseCode() != 200) {
throw new RuntimeException(
"Failed: HTTP error code: " + conn.getResponseCode());
}
// Read server response
BufferedReader br = new BufferedReader(
new InputStreamReader((conn.getInputStream())));
String response, output;
while ((output = br.readLine()) != null) {
response = response + output;
}
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// Process response
...
} catch (MalformedURLException | WebServiceException ex) {
}

StrongKey FIDO Engine (SKFE)—REST

NEW METHOD
try {
// Set up the URL
String hosturi = "https://<hostname>:<port-number>" + "/preregister";
// Build service information – as a JSON string
String svcinfo = Json.createObjectBuilder()
.add("did", "<skce-did>")
.add("svcusername", "<service-username>")
.add("svcpassword", "<service-password>")
.add("protocol", "<ﬁdo-protocol>")
.build().toString();
// Build url with service information
URL url = new URIBuilder(hosturi)
.addParameter("svcinfo", svcinfo)
.toString());
HttpURLConnection conn = (HttpURLConnection) url.openConnection();
// Set connection properties
conn.setReadTimeout(Constants.TIMEOUT_VALUE);
conn.setConnectTimeout(Constants.TIMEOUT_VALUE);
conn.setRequestMethod("POST");
conn.setDoOutput(true);
conn.setRequestProperty("Accept", "application/json");
conn.setRequestProperty("Content-Type", "application/json");
// Pass in the payload
String payload = "<build-payload-json>";
conn.getOutputStream().write(payload.getBytes()).ﬂush();
// Error from SKCE server
if (conn.getResponseCode() != 200) {
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throw new RuntimeException(
"Failed: HTTP error code: " + conn.getResponseCode());
}
// Read SKCE server response
String output, response;
BufferedReader br = new BufferedReader(
new InputStreamReader((conn.getInputStream())));
while ((output = br.readLine()) != null) {
response = response + output;
}
// Process response
...
} catch (MalformedURLException | WebServiceException ex) {
...
}

Lightweight Directory Access Protocol Engine (LDAPE)

OLD METHOD
try {
// Set up web service
URL soapurl = new URL(
"https://<hostname>:<port-number>/ldape/LDAPEServlet?wsdl");
LDAPEServlet_Service service = new LDAPEServlet_Service(soapurl);
// Instantiate web service port
LDAPEServlet port = service.getLDAPEServletPort();
// Make web service call
SkceReturnObject skcero = port.getuserinfo("<ldapusername>");
if ( skcero != null ) {
// Process response
}
} catch (MalformedURLException | WebServiceException ex) {
...
}

NEW METHOD
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try {
// Set up web service
URL soapurl = new URL(
"https://<hostname>:<port-number>/ldape/LDAPEServlet?wsdl");
LDAPEServlet_Service service = new LDAPEServlet_Service(soapurl);
// Instantiate web service port
LDAPEServlet port = service.getLDAPEServletPort();
// Build web service input parameter object
SKCEServiceInfoType svcinfo = SKCEServiceInfoType();
svcinfo.setDid(<skce-did>);
svcinfo.setSvcusername("<service-user>");
svcinfo.setSvcpassword("<service-user-password>");
// Make web service call
SkceReturnObject skcero = port.getuserinfo(svcinfo, "<ldapusername>");
if ( skcero != null ) {
// Process response
...
}
} catch (MalformedURLException | WebServiceException ex) {
...
}

5.7. CryptoEngine Known Issues
The following issues are known to exist in this release.
#
323

Explanation
SKCE—Require service credentials for signxml and verifyxml web service
operations
This is a variation of Defect ID 316. The signxml and verifyxml web service
operations do not currently require service-credentials from a calling
application. While sensitive data cannot be leaked by these web services, it can
cause a denial-of-service (DoS) attack from internal attackers.
Workaround: Until this is ﬁxed, sites can use ﬁrewall rules to restrict access to
the SKCE web service endpoint to trusted applications, and “narrow” the
problem. This defect will be ﬁxed in the next release of the SKCE.
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324

SKCE—Implement a pool of entropy seeded by a TRNG in SAKA for local
access
This is a variation of Defect ID 322. SAKA 3.0 implements an entropy web
service operation allowing authenticated applications to request N number of
entropy bytes generated by the cryptographic hardware module on the SAKA
—either the TPM or the HSM.
This web service is used by SKCE to seed a local instance of SecureRandom
to generate the default data encryption key (DEK). The code that encrypts ﬁles
with unique DEKs does not use the TRNG-supplied entropy yet. This must be
ﬁxed to use a local SecureRandom seeded by a TRNG
Workaround: If a site needs entropy from a TRNG for the quality of its
cryptographic keys, it should use the default key for now. This defect will be
ﬁxed in the next release of SKCE.
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6. CryptoCabinet (CC) Module
The following defects were ﬁxed and Requests for Enhancement (RFEs) implemented
in the CryptoCabinet Module (CCM) of the StrongKey KeyApplianceTM (SAKA) and the
DataProtection ApplianceTM. Please note that with this release, while there will be
references to the StrongKey CryptoCabinet abbreviation—SKCC—in the code,
documentation is being updated to reﬂect the new name—CryptoCabinet Module
(CCM)—as of this release.

6.1. Build 141 Fixes
#
DEV1427

Explanation
SKCC—General—Update Java libraries
All libraries used by SKCC must be updated to their latest versions.
Fix: All Java libraries have been updated.

6.2. Build 139 Fixes
#
527

Explanation
SKCC—General—Update Java libraries
All libraries used by the SKCC must be updated to their latest versions.
Fix: All Java libraries have been updated.

6.3. Build 136 Fixes
#

Explanation
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441

SKCC—Struts2 Vulnerability—Remote execution
The current version of Struts2 used with SKCC is vulnerable to CVE-2017-5638.
This vulnerability allows for remote code execution.
Fix: SKCC has been updated to use struts version 2.3.33 which eliminates the
vulnerability.

415

SKCC—using FSO to log in to SKCC skipped loading of properties ﬁle
When user navigates to SKCC from FSO Application Portal, the code loading
properties from the .properties ﬁle is skipped.
Fix: The code has been modiﬁed for loading all the necessary ﬁles when user
navigates to SKCC through FSO.

6.4. Build 133 Fixes
#
414

Explanation
SKCC—FSO login to SKCC bypasses FIDO authentication
Opening SKCC via FSO bypassed FIDO authentication on SKCC.
Fix: The code has been ﬁxed to enforce that FIDO veriﬁcation cannot be
bypassed if enabled.

384

SKCC—FSO login to SKCC skipped loading of properties ﬁle
When user navigates to SKCC through the FSO application, the code skipped
loading some property ﬁles (For example: The logo did not show up correctly).
Fix: The code now loads all the necessary ﬁles when a user navigates to SKCC
through FSO.

6.5. Build 132 Fixes
#

Explanation
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379

CCM—Case insensitivity in JSP ﬁles
Values retrieved from Active Directory or LDAP Directory servers were coming
back with different case formats in different situations. Some data validation
checks in JSP ﬁles were not case-insensitive where they should have been. This
needs to be changed.
Fix: The relevant data validation checks were made case-insensitive.

384

CCM—Update CC module to work with U2F Javascript 1.1
The FIDO Alliance released the U2F JavaScript 1.1 API; as such, the CCM must be
updated to support this version.
Fix: The CCM code has been modiﬁed to work with the updated U2F
JavaScript 1.1 API.

6.6. Build 124 Fixes
#
134

Explanation
SKCC—Selecting a ﬁle with a very long name fails
When encrypting or decrypting a ﬁle with a name that has 250 characters in it,
the application displays an error: Your ﬁle-name is 250 characters long.
Maximum allowed is, 200. If we continue to try and encrypt the ﬁle, it shows:
Please select a ﬁle even though the ﬁlename is visible in the UI.
Fix: Changed JavaScript code to remove the lingering ﬁlename under Select
File when a new ﬁle is being selected.

135

Duplicate of 134

136

SKCC—Does not display error when a selected ﬁle is deleted before the
Encrypt or Decrypt button is selected.
On selecting or uploading a ﬁle for encryption or decryption, if the underlying
ﬁle is deleted from its location, the application does not display any error
(indicating that the selected ﬁle is missing).
Fix: Added validation function in the Struts2 action-controller class and
changed JavaScript to catch this error.

137

Duplicate of 136
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174

SKCC—Only special character allowed in a ﬁle name is underscore '_'
If a ﬁle with a name like 216.txt is selected for encryption and a previously
encrypted ﬁle with the name 216.txt.zenc exists, the encrypted ﬁle is
downloaded and saved as 216.txt(2).zenc by the browser. If 216.txt(2).zenc is
selected for decryption, SKCE fails to encrypt this ﬁle because of security
controls while checking for valid ﬁlename. The only valid special character,
acceptable to SKCE in the plaintext or ZENC ﬁlename, is the underscore '_'.
Fix: Special characters in ﬁlenames are not acceptable for security reasons.
The ﬁle's name must be changed for the ﬁle to be accepted for processing.

351

SKCC—Integrate with new Webservice Description Language (WSDL) in SKCE
Build 120
SKCE web services have changed in Build 170, where parameters are grouped
into collections and submitted. Refer to SKCE Defect # 347 for details.
Since SKCC is a client application to SKCE, it should be modiﬁed to be able
to communicate with the changed web services on SKEE, SKFE and LDAPE.
Fix: SKCC application code has been modiﬁed to communicate with the new
version of SKCE.

6.7. CryptoCabinet Known Issues
The following issues are known to exist in this release.
#
133

Explanation
SKCC—No message displayed in the status bar after ﬁle encryption or decryption
Despite a successful encryption or decryption, there is no message on the status ba
However, the browser's UI displays cues to indicate a ﬁle was downloaded; these de
Workaround: Please rely on browser controls to detect that a ﬁle was downloaded

153

SKCC—When a ZENC ﬁle is selected for decryption, display in the lower section of
the ﬁle and a link to access the metadata of the ﬁle
A stand-alone application to view the .ZENC ﬁle's metadata is necessary to address

182

SKCC—Reference documentation for SKCC is missing
Work in progress.

199

SKCC: Reference document for ZMV is missing
Work in progress.
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200

SKCC—UI displays userdn in a different format. Steps to duplicate this problem?
1. Set SKCC to authenticate with OAM.
2. Set skcc.cfg.property.ui.show.userdn=true .
3. Send in the following headers:

X-XXXX-IAM-UID=kaare.xxx@xxx.xxxx.eu
X-XXXX-IAM-USERDN=CN=Xxxxxxx\,Kaare,OU=xxxx,OU=users,OU=IAM,DC
4. The userdn displayed is of the format: cn=username,<LDAP DN> , as such:

cn=ﬁrstname.lastname@xxx.xxxx.eu,ou=users,ou=v2,ou=SKCE,ou=Strong
instead of:

cn="Last,Firstname,OU=xxxx,OU=users,OU=IAM,DC=xxx,DC=xxxx,DC=eu"
260

SKCC—Encrypt and Decrypt buttons are not aligned to certain elements.
This doesn't not affect functionality, only aesthetics.

262

SKCC—PNOC—No success message is displayed when user registers a key while c
When SKCC is operating in No-Password (NOP) or No-Password-or-CAPTCHA (PNO
new FIDO U2F security key, even though they are successful, there is no message as
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